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Re: Hoor by Irfan

Saturday, 1 March, 2008 15:33
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"S Turkman" <turkman@sbcglobal.net>

Cc: 

SAME STORY AS EVER; FILTHY KAFIR MINDS DON'T UNDERSTAND 
ABOUT PURE LOVE IN JANNAH.

S Turkman <turkman@sbcglobal.net> wrote: 
The post below was not addressed to you sir. It was addressed to someone with a history 
of using abusive language against me in his posts. You should just try to prove, what I 
have posted is wrong or right. . 

MikeGhouse@aol.com wrote: 
Mr. Turkman,
 
Please maintain your civility. It is the easiest thing to be uncivil, any one can do it, it is not heroic 
thing to use bad language. To be civil is a difficult thing to do. 
 
May your wisdom prevail.
 
mike Ghouse
 
 
In a message dated 2/29/2008 11:50:42 P.M. Central Standard Time, turkman@sbcglobal.net 
writes:
Oh yeah, the White Virgin Companions with Vuluptous Breats are definitely Male friends in 
Qoraan. We are going to have virgin Males with huge breasts in JunnaT. What about young Boys 
never touched by Jinns according to Qorran also?
 
Why would we need Young Boys in JunnaT if we do not want to put our dicks in their Ass? 

MikeGhouse@aol.com wrote:
Irfan,
 
Thanks for sharing this. Insha Allah, I will delve into it in a few days and find out all the answers, 
good, bad or ugly.
 
Mike Ghouse
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In a message dated 2/29/2008 9:41:20 P.M. Central Standard Time, tahirakhan@comcast.net 
writes:
Salam Mike, all,
 
Lane's Lexicon has the word "HOOR" as a plural form of two words---masculine "AHWAR" and 
the feminine "HAURA"--both means 'companions with beautiful eyes'.  The other limb of 
the expression "een" of the  "HOOUN EEN" is also the same type of plural coming from the two 
singular "A'YUN" and "AYNAA", the former applied to the male eye and the latter to the female 
eye.  Thus, the full expression "HOORUN EEN" as used in the two verses 52:20 and 44:54 would 
mean "men and women with extraordinary beautiful eyes" and since they are spoken of 'paired 
with believers" in some verses, this expression is best translated as "beautiful companions" and 
are essentially gender non-specific.   
 
It is important to realize that the Qur'anic concept of â€œParadiseâ€ as a place of extreme 
comfort is only an allegory (mathal) as is expressly indicated in verses 13:35 and 47:15. Thus, the 
word HOOR as used in 52:20, 44:54, 55:72, and 56:22 just means "companions" (gender-non 
specific).  That should take the wind out of the lustful sails of some religious fanatics who think 
of the HOOR as 'beautiful virgins".
 
I think the reason some classical commentators have been inclined to treat "HOOR" as 'virgins' is 
because traditionally in most, if not all, human societies the â€œbeautyâ€ and the 
â€œpurityâ€ are treated as feminine qualities even though in real life they apply to both 
genders, and the Arabic language is no exception. Regarding this last point, two other glaring 
examples that come to my mind is the Qur'anic mention of the feminine words "SALIHAAT" and 
"TAYYIBAAT" which means both "good and pure things/deeds" as well as "good and pure 
women". 
 
Irfan

GET THE DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE FROM ME..

Sunday, 2 March, 2008 22:39
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 

Assalamu Alaikum,
 
                              To get the PRAYER FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE from 
me, put in a request to me at:
 
                                         dr.umarazam@gmail.com 
 
                                I’m expecting a huge response, so please allow me 24 
hours or more to send you this dua.
 
                                              Best regards,
 

http://uk.f250.mail.yahoo.com/ym/Compose?To=dr.umarazam@gmail.com
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                                                      Dr Umar Azam

But it is for those 
Who fear their Lord, 
That lofty mansions,
One above another,
Have been built:
Beneath them flow
Rivers (of delight):
(Such is) the Promise
Of Allah:
Never does Allah
Fail in (His) Promise.
             

Surah Al-Zumar (39:20)

DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE

Sunday, 2 March, 2008 23:17
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
hasanmh@marafiq.com.sa, kkhader@pbad.sbg.com.sa, dawoodengineer@gmail.com, adilamirza@hotmail.com, 
moyed@rediffmail.com, bipasha.roa@gmail.com, aidah_72@yahoo.com, zafar_nazir@yahoo.com, 
iram.hamid@gmail.com, arshad_t@hotmail.com

Message contains attachments
1 File (48KB)

• 24.jpg

Assalamu Alaikum,
 

                                    Thanks v. much for your reply and I 
have pleasure in attaching the DUA FOR A HOUSE IN 
JANNAH.  The size of the DUA may be expanded by clicking 
the 'zoom in' (+) icon at the bottom of the attachment - one 
of the magnifying glasses.  
 

As a matter of fact, Ajooba has very kindly provided other 
beneficial DUAS for similar rewards along with her 

http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessage?pSize=200&fid=Sent&mid=1_1424934_AG%2B3ktkAANhoR8s1kQk31AIuxLc&sort=date&order=down&startMid=2400&.rand=821334400&filterBy=&m=1_1423338_AHG3ktkAAB%2FfR8yKSw2Gw217X6k%2C1_1423883_AGy3ktkAAXb5R8s3oQNf%2FygC6JY%2C1_1424402_AHa3ktkAAVwBR8s2IAsTCkztloQ%2C1_1424934_AG%2B3ktkAANhoR8s1kQk31AIuxLc%2C1_1425455_AHa3ktkAAQnAR8ssqApnHTiXgdg%2C1_1425991_AGi3ktkAAJJeR8l3WQwUICA4P8o%2C1_1426491_AGy3ktkAAKKaR8l2zwgjaAbzCrw%2C1_1426996_AGu3ktkAANRLR8l2DwGJGwSz5%2B4%2C1_1427532_AHK3ktkAAK4TR8hq6gXl8wMxRRc%2C1_1428065_AHa3ktkAAMUzR8hkaAze5E85z1c&hash=272ba1e14d987b5d8bf74bf35156cc86&.jsrand=1431570&acrumb=XzqWycheZu5&enc=auto&cmd=msg.scan&pid=2&tnef=&fn=24.jpg
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request and I'll be forwarding her very precious mail 
separately.
 

                                       May Allah Most High give you all an 
awesome abode[s] in Paradise, to dwell in for Eternity.  
Ameen.
 

                                              Dr Umar

 
Dr. Umar Azam BA PhD FRSA FRSSA

Not doing updates

Sunday, 2 March, 2008 23:26
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
info@simplycreativesoftware.co.uk

Emran, 
 
I see that, once again, you have stopped doing updates. You should be doing them weekly 
at least.  I have paid #60 for Site hosting and the rest for one year's maintenance.  The 
.co.uk Site has to be filled up by August 2008 when the  maintenance expires [then Vol 3 
can be done].  But if you keep on delaying the updates, then it is only fair that you extend 
the maintenance period [free of charge ]till, say, Dec. 2008.  
 
Dr Umar
 

Re: GET THE DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE FROM ME..

Monday, 3 March, 2008 23:31
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
Sajjada987@wmconnect.com

Cc: 

PEOPLE AREN'T LISTENING TO YOU, SAJJAD A.  I'VE HAD LOADS OF 
REQUESTS.
DR UMAR
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Sajjada987@wmconnect.com wrote:
In a message dated 3/2/2008 4:39:48 PM Central Standard Time, dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 
writes: 

Assalamu Alaikum, 

                             To get the PRAYER FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE 
from me, put in a request to me at: 

                                        dr.umarazam@gmail.com 

Its the Mullah's trap, reset again. To trap the innocent humanity. 

In another life, about which we know nothing but Mullahs know everything because they just 
came back. They hitched a free ride of course. They are free loaders any way. They do not put in 
any physical work but consume the hard earnings of others, attained through hard work. This is 
their business since hundreds of years. 

The creator of all, Allah, cannot give house to all in heaven? 
Will humans need a house there? The Mullah knows all. But knows nothing at all. 
No one knows the story after death. Al Quran. 
Since humans long for a house in this world, these Mullahs exploit us through our needs. 
Stop listening to such persons who claim to be better knower,s than Allah. 
It is your life, do not be lead on a leash by such fakes. They know nothing about the Quran or 
Allah's message. Mere charlatans. 

Sajjad 

Re: GET THE DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE FROM ME..

Monday, 3 March, 2008 23:31
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
Sajjada987@wmconnect.com

Cc: 

PEOPLE AREN'T LISTENING TO YOU, SAJJAD A.  I'VE HAD LOADS OF 
REQUESTS.
DR UMAR
 
 
 
Sajjada987@wmconnect.com wrote:
In a message dated 3/2/2008 4:39:48 PM Central Standard Time, dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 
writes: 
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Assalamu Alaikum, 

                             To get the PRAYER FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE 
from me, put in a request to me at: 

                                        dr.umarazam@gmail.com 

Its the Mullah's trap, reset again. To trap the innocent humanity. 

In another life, about which we know nothing but Mullahs know everything because they just 
came back. They hitched a free ride of course. They are free loaders any way. They do not put in 
any physical work but consume the hard earnings of others, attained through hard work. This is 
their business since hundreds of years. 

The creator of all, Allah, cannot give house to all in heaven? 
Will humans need a house there? The Mullah knows all. But knows nothing at all. 
No one knows the story after death. Al Quran. 
Since humans long for a house in this world, these Mullahs exploit us through our needs. 
Stop listening to such persons who claim to be better knower,s than Allah. 
It is your life, do not be lead on a leash by such fakes. They know nothing about the Quran or 
Allah's message. Mere charlatans. 

Sajjad 

RE: Guestbook Archive [Vol. 2]

Tuesday, 4 March, 2008 23:13
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Simply Creative Software Ltd" <info@simplycreativesoftware.co.uk>

Thanks.

Simply Creative Software Ltd <info@simplycreativesoftware.co.uk> wrote: 
Guestbook volume 2 have been added including the laudations.
 
The text was copied directly from the word document.

From: DR UMAR AZAM [mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk] 
Sent: 14 February 2008 21:18
To: info@simplycreativesoftware.co.uk
Subject: Guestbook Archive [Vol. 2]

Salam, Emran
 
                     I've managed to do some of that work and attach it for putting on www.dr-
umar-azam.co.uk just as it is.  Thanks.

http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
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                                                            Dr Umar

Comments on PRACTICAL ISLAMIC ADVICE

Tuesday, 4 March, 2008 23:29
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
info@simplycreativesoftwatre.co.uk

Message contains attachments
1 File (834KB)

• COMMENTS ON PRACTICAL ISLAMIC ADVICE.doc

Salam.  Here is another section to put on the .co.uk Site.  I'm sorry to hear of your 
family problems; let's hope they're resolved soon, Insha'Allah.  Dr Umar

Re: Assalamu alaykum

Wednesday, 5 March, 2008 23:34
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Mashhura Rakhmanova" <famous77@mail.ru>

MASHHURA,
 
SORRY, I'VE BEEN REALLY OVERWORKED IN THE LAST FEW 
WEEKS!
 
SHE SHOULD DO WHAT HER HUSBAND SAYS, FOR IF HE IS 
WRONG, HE WILL HAVE TO ANSWER TO GOD FOR HIS ORDERS 
TO HER.  
 
DR UMAR

Mashhura Rakhmanova <famous77@mail.ru> wrote:

dr. Umar Azam what about my question Sr? I am waiting for an answer. 
A waman who doesn't want to disobey Allah's words and her husband's also. 

Re: GET THE DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE FROM ME..

Wednesday, 5 March, 2008 23:42
From: 
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http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessage?pSize=200&fid=Sent&mid=1_1419650_AGu3ktkAACClR83bSQN1cSXutLI&sort=date&order=down&startMid=2400&.rand=80645270&filterBy=&m=1_1418048_AGi3ktkAAAC8R88v1gnx0x52tT0%2C1_1418593_AGi3ktkAAXBcR88uDgynsCk2NME%2C1_1419102_AG63ktkAAOhRR83bvw8VfDfYmIk%2C1_1419650_AGu3ktkAACClR83bSQN1cSXutLI%2C1_1420196_AGu3ktkAAADyR83YEA60qT6Nd2g%2C1_1420703_AGu3ktkAAYPQR83XngOnSFyImSM%2C1_1421236_AHG3ktkAAIKbR83DpAfCKET9jPA%2C1_1421739_AGq3ktkAAXYGR82i4gPnEg2%2BxSo%2C1_1422288_AHa3ktkAAUYtR8yMCAqMEQ7cjvQ%2C1_1422821_AHK3ktkAAIbGR8yL2ARWumC6IjY&hash=272ba1e14d987b5d8bf74bf35156cc86&.jsrand=9365812&acrumb=XzqWycheZu5&enc=auto&cmd=msg.scan&pid=2&tnef=&fn=COMMENTS+ON+PRACTICAL+ISLAMIC+ADVICE.doc
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"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
Sajjada987@wmconnect.com

Cc: 
MikeGhouse@aol.com, turkman@sbcglobal.net, pakistan-zindabad@yahoogroups.com, bintwaleed@yahoo.com, 
zakhum@hotmail.com, farzanaqazi@yahoo.com, kavalec@gmail.com, youseftabish@yahoo.com, 
mnaquvi@yahoo.com, jazoo52000@yahoo.com, khasif235e@yahoo.com, ghulam1111@yahoo.com, 
ahlam_albahr@yahoo.com, ank2000pk@yahoo.com, ahmed_air23@hotmail.com, amino66@hotmail.com, 
asrarsons@hotmail.com, khurram302@yahoo.com, firasat777@yahoo.com, k2411871@hotmail.com, 
anwerkhurshid@hotmail.com, hanif_mo@hotmail.com, salsabeel65@yahoo.com, ssmeezan@hotmail.com, 
pk4318@yahoo.com, rishidwivedi1@gmail.com, sohail972002@yahoo.co.in, mianwaheed@yahoo.com, 
munirsaami@yahoo.com, smshaikhair@yahoo.co.in, ums786@hotmail.com, Wyeknotusa@aol.com, 
zkr_salleh@yahoo.com.sg, aghaji@buckeye-express.com, jollygood2019@yahoo.com, asif_jalil@yahoo.com, 
khalid_sayyed@hotmail.com, humanfriend@hotmail.com, asif89@hyd.paknet.com.pk, col_adeeb@yahoo.com, 
MSA40@aol.com, shariqkmhamid@yahoo.co.in, rahrulz@hotmail.com, boom@pd.jaring.my, 
asghazali786@yahoo.com, hasniessa@yahoo.com, drshabbir@comcast.net, Karvan1@aol.com... more

WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT?  ARE YOU DELUDED?

Sajjada987@wmconnect.com wrote: 
In a message dated 3/4/2008 1:29:10 PM Central Standard Time, dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 
writes: 

In a message dated 3/3/2008 5:31:35 PM Central Standard Time, dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 
writes: 

PEOPLE AREN'T LISTENING TO YOU, SAJJAD A.  I'VE HAD LOADS OF REQUESTS. 

DR UMAR 

All brainwashed, simple poor victims. They will continue to suffer at the hands of charlatans. 

Will Allah or your conscious forgive you? 
One more thing. Is paradies something like a Sahara desert where thre are no house or Allah's 
mortgage rates are so high that humans have to prepare for their own bricks and mortar here? 
And then trust a Mullah/Immam for the task? 

sajjad 

Vampires. 

sajjad 

The Muslim Misery 
Posted By: Abdul / Bashir 
Date: Sunday, 17 October 2004, at 10:31 a.m. 
 Salam, 
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 The whole world can see the preview of this "Hellfire" let loose right here on 
 a nation that, once upon a time, reached unimaginable heights following the 
 teachings of the Qur'an alone. Now look at it---humiliation upon humiliation 
 day in and day out, misery upon misery, sheer desperate state of dependence, 
 abject poverty (intellectual and economic), destitution in education 
 standards, illiteracy, apathy, complacency and dark inertia caused by the 
 disease you and I know as Mullahism. This nation that was intellectually so 
 tall that the world envied its stature, has now been reduced to miserable 
 dwarfs--they have eyes but they cannot see, they have ears but they cannot 
 hear, they have hearts/minds but they cannot feel/think. These mullahs are 
 worse than quadrupeds. The Hellfire on the Day of Judgment will be indeed much 
 harsher but you can see its 'trailer' right on this mortal earth. 
 These are the folks who Mix Falsehood with the Truth (2:42). Look what has 
 become of them! 
 If one cannot figure out what â€˜human shayateenâ€™ means, take a fresh look at 
 mullahs. 
 Wassalam, 
 Abdul 
 ------------------------------------------ 
 One of the causes of downfall of Judeo-Christian religion was ' Ghulo Fi Deen' 
 - Exaggeration ! They had raised their prophets and clerics to Divinity. Same 
 blunder is being repeated by the Muslims. They may not be aware of their 
 doings but the fact is that they worship the Prophet more than they worship 
 God. In Salaat alone the number of raka'at prayed as Sunna are more than Fardh 
 raka'at. And, you rarely hear of Muslims arranging " Mahfil-e-Hamd" ( assembly 
 for celebrating God's Praises). Contrarily, you often hear about " 
 Mahfil-e-Na'at" (assembly to praise the Prophet). Since, long time I am 
 observing that Pakistan TV always quote an Hadith before the daily news but 
 never quote a verse from Quran. Is it not an injustice? Surely, it is ! But 
 against whom ? Surely, not against God but our own selves. 
 As a result God clearly announced : " Zooqu A'zaab al Hareeq bema Kuntum 
 Takfaroon ". Tast the Hell Fire ! This is because you are denying the truth. 
 Bashir Abid 

sender 
Sajjad 

Re: Re: Assalamu alaykum

Thursday, 6 March, 2008 21:45
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Mashhura Rakhmanova" <famous77@mail.ru>

MASHHURA,
 
GOD HAS COMMANDED THAT A WIFE OBEY A HUSBAND.  BUT THE 
HUSBAND HAS TO OBEY GOD.  SHE DEFERS RESPONSIBILITY TO 
HIM, SO HE WILL BE THE ONE QUESTIONED BY ALLAH.  BY THE 
WAY, THESE ANSWERS COME TO ME BY WAY OF SOME KIND OF 
INSPIRATION FROM ALLAH MOST HIGH [IN MY LAST REPLY, I 
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DIDN'T QUITE KNOW WHAT TO SAY TO YOU & THE ANSWER CAME 
WITH MY BREATH, MASHA'ALLAH.  
 
DR UMAR

Mashhura Rakhmanova <famous77@mail.ru> wrote:
Thanks a lot for DUA and for answer too. but in our country some poeple have dubt to 
answer that question. They say that they can't give wrong "FATVA'" OK She will do her 
husband's order but what will be her answer to God? she afraid of this one. 
a lot thank's with respect Mashhura

Fwd: [weloveallah] Dua related to exams

Friday, 7 March, 2008 22:28
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
prabhash003@yahoo.com

Message contains attachments
1 File (108KB)

• [weloveallah] Dua related to exams.eml

Note: forwarded message attached.

 
Dr. Umar Azam BA PhD FRSA FRSSA
Sent from Yahoo! Mail. 
The World 's Favourite Email.
Forwarded Message: [weloveallah] Dua related to exams

[weloveallah] Dua related to exams

Sunday, 27 May, 2007 15:08
From: 

"––––•(-• ©øø£ Þ®ïñ©ê§§ •-)•–––" <minahil_cool@yahoo.com>
To: 

pindi-walay@yahoogroups.com
Message contains attachments

1 File (70KB)

• exam duas.doc
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And will provide for him whence he expects not. And he who puts his trust in 
Allah - He is sufficient for him. Verily, Allah is to fulfil His work. 
Undoubtedly, Allah has kept a measure for every thing. 

Surah At-Talaq :3

RE: Commentys on PRACTICAL ISLAMIC ADVICE.

Sunday, 9 March, 2008 22:14
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Simply Creative Software Ltd" <info@simplycreativesoftware.co.uk>

Thanks, Emran.    That just leaves GUESTBOOK COMMENTS [VOL. 3] of the 
recent updates submitted to be added.  Then I'll give you more work and pay you 
for that.  

Simply Creative Software Ltd <info@simplycreativesoftware.co.uk> wrote:
Page added.

DUA FOR MARRIAGE

Sunday, 9 March, 2008 23:06
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
ghr@absamail.co.za

Salam, Goolam
 
                      I've forwarded the DUA for Rizk to you separately.  See 
this Site for Dua to find suitable wife:
 
                                              
http://hometown.aol.com/masumeen/MASOOM.html
 
                                                             Dr Umar

DUA FOR OBEDIENT FAMILY

Sunday, 9 March, 2008 23:27
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
ibrjamy@yahoo.com

SALAM, JAMILA
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                           I TRIED TO SAVE THE ARABIC TEXT IN A FILE BUT THE 
COMPUTER DID NOT ALLOW ME TO DO SO.  SO PLEASE SEE:
 
                                       http://www.ummah.com/forum/showthread.php?p=2446898
 
                                                          DR UMAR
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Fitnah Bolice 
Senior Member

Join Date: Jan 2008
Posts: 135 
Rep Power: 15 

Re: Qur'anic Duas 

ÑóÈøóäóÇ åóÈۡ áóäóÇ ãöäۡ ÃóÒۡæó
 ÌöäóÇ æóÐõÑøöíøóÜٰÊöäóÇ ÞõÑøóÉóٲ
ÃóÚۡíõäò۬ æó  ÌۡÚóáۡäóÇ áöáۡãõÊøóÞöíäóٱ

ÅöãóÇãðÇ

Transliteration;

Rabanna hab lana min ’azwajina wadhurriyatina qurrata'a`yuniw-
waj`alnalil-muttaqina imama.

Translation;

Our Lord! Grant us in our wives and offspring the coolness of eyes
and make us a leader of those who guard themselves against evil.

Regarding the “coolness of the eyes” Hasan Basri states: The
original coolness of the eyes is to see a persons family involved in the
obedience of Allah. The health and welfare and happiness of the
family is also included in it. Mariful Qur’an Vol. 6. P. 509

Allah’s chosen servants are not only concerned with their own
reformation and are satisfied by their good deeds alone. They are
also concerned with the reformation and actions of their wives and
children. They continue to make an effort in this regard, and part of
their effort is to make du`a also. Ibid

Qurtubi states: There can be nothing more soothing / cooling to
the eyes than seeing a person’s wife and children being obedient to
Allah I. Mazhari Vol. 8 P. 499

Ikramah says: The Mufassirin have not taken the meaning of
beauty and grace. But they say it means “to be obedient to Allah" Ibn 

http://www.ummah.com/forum/member.php?s=c26c6a6d8f20a9f3894427c449fdf5f7&u=33158
http://www.ummah.com/forum/showpost.php?s=c26c6a6d8f20a9f3894427c449fdf5f7&p=2430758&postcount=4
http://www.ummah.com/forum/showthread.php?p=2446898


Kathir Vol. 3 P. 342

Re: DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE

Monday, 10 March, 2008 23:28
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Jimmy Jumshade" <jimmybug@rocketmail.com>

Cc: 
"Jimmy Jumshade" <jimmybug@rocketmail.com>, "DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>, 
hasibonline@gmail.com, hasnaprana@yahoo.com, "Mazhar Hayat" <mazhar.hayat@gmail.com>, 
hcaddess@prodigy.net, "obey hear" <wehearnobey@yahoogroups.com>, hidayath@gmail.com, 
hill_gar@yahoo.es, hkbadal@gmail.com, "holidayweekly" <holiday@global-bd.net>, humanfriend@hotmail.com, 
hussain@hotmail.com, ibnuhaji@hotmail.com, idara@toluislam.com, imallwoman@aol.com, 
imrantaha@gmail.com, imtiyazahmed2003@hotmail.com, "indonesiasiesta" 
<indonesiasiesta@yahoogroups.com>, "Usman Iqbal" <sherry_kool@hotmail.com>, iqbalidrees@yahoo.com, 
iram.hamid@gmail.com, irfan_ajaz2003@yahoo.com, irfanikhan@gmail.com, irshadrediff@gmail.com, "Awakened 
Islam" <islamawakened@yahoogroups.com>, ismail@bemco-ipp.com, ismunas@hotmail.com, 
itsshafee@rediffmail.com, jafa1944@yahoo.com, jaffar@indochina313.com, "Asif Jalil" <asif_jalil@yahoo.com>, 
jamal_da@yahoo.com, jameela_b@yahoo.com, jamiat@intnet.mu, jamilu_sabiu@yahoo.com, "summer el 
jammali" <seljammali@aol.com>, "Nurlany Jassin" <lanyjassin@yahoo.com>, "Anam Javaid" 
<princess_anam1@hotmail.com>, jaza9111@yahoo.ca, jeevkulkarni@yahoo.com, "mujahid jehad" 
<jehad_mujahid@yahoogroups.com>, jferris21@hotmail.com, jules_7_17@hotmail.com, k_pk2000@yahoo.com, 
"Rizwan Kaif" <rkaif@hotmail.com>, kaisrani@gmail.com, kammy_dangerous2004@hotmail.com, 
indiandustice@yahoogroups.com, gul_badshah@yahoo.com, wideminds@yahoogroups.com... more

Bcc: 
jeevkukarni@yahoo.com, irshadsait@gmail.com, jimholland@mchsi.com, ishaqquadri@yahoo.com

If only the kafirs did not have veils in front of their eyes and locks on their hearts!  
But, then, disbelief is not the same as belief.

Jimmy Jumshade <jimmybug@rocketmail.com> wrote: 
SK: What can you expect??!! These MAD people claim he was a perfect man who led a perfect life..............

sanjeev kulkarni <jeevkulkarni@yahoo.com> wrote: 
If muslims really want to follow mohammad, they should marry 16 women and not 4 and 
also marry their daughters in law.  By the way,12 points of praise are not proofs of any 
thing related with mohammad.  These are proofs of people being only stupid and 
dishonest.
 
SK
 
 
rshad Sait <irshadsait@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mr Jimmy
 
Good Day
 
I am sending herewith an article which reasons out why we beleive that Muhammed 
(PBUH) is the prophet of Allah.  This article was taken from  www.sultan.org
 

http://www.sultan.org/
http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1utpelvql/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2421%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1403241_AHC3ktkAAQe%25252BR9XEBwU21h9ZLzk%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D1082710435%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1402206_AGq3ktkAAFspR9bMXwFjTHQbCRU%25252C1_1402729_AHO3ktkAALIcR9XIqwBT%25252F38Y1oQ%25252C1_1403241_AHC3ktkAAQe%25252BR9XEBwU21h9ZLzk%25252C1_1403765_AHO3ktkAAHn%25252BR9XC9AJaJgOcxlw%25252C1_1404302_AGq3ktkAAIXVR9XCswzUk0wswjs%25252C1_1404841_AGu3ktkAAAOXR9Rybgii1HQXVWg%25252C1_1405356_AHK3ktkAAJg2R9RtXAjapCd%25252ByQE%25252C1_1405864_AGi3ktkAAEunR9RsVwSN4Q5e06U%25252C1_1406398_AHS3ktkAAU3rR9RsIgThqlvu0NU%25252C1_1406930_AHO3ktkAAD%25252BCR9Rr7wqRTFTQpo4%2526hash%253D272ba1e14d987b5d8bf74bf35156cc86%2526.jsrand%253D4939327%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto


You will get authentic articles regarding the genuineness of Holy Qur'an and Hadith from 
the above site.
 
Please visit the site and read the articles before airing your false comments.
 
Warm regards
 
Irshad Sait 
 
 

Twelve Proofs that Muhammad is a True 
Prophet 

By Shaykh `Abdul Rahman `Abdul Khaliq

My brothers and sisters everywhere! With this essay, I am not singling out the adherents 
of Islam - to which I ascribe - but rather I am writing this essay to every man and woman 
throughout the whole world. 
I ask Allah that He facilitates tat this essay reaches every ear, falls under the sight of 
every eye, and is understood by every heart... 
Muhammad the son of `Abdullah is Allah's Prophet and the Final Messenger Sent by 
Allah to the Inhabitants of Earth. 
My brothers and sisters everywhere! You should know that the Messenger, Muhammad 
the son of `Abdullah (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) is Allah's Messenger 
in reality and truth. The evidences that show his veracity are abundant. None but an 
infidel, who out of arrogance alone, could deny these signs. 
Among these proofs: 
1. Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) was raised illiterate, 
unable to read or write, and remained like that till his death. Among all his people, he was 
known as being truthful and trustworthy. Before receiving revelation, he had no prior 
knowledge of Religion or any previously sent Message. He remained like that for his first 
forty years. Revelation then came to Muhammad with the Koran that we now have 
between our hands. This Koran mentioned most of the accounts found in the previous 
scriptures, telling us about these events in the greatest detail as if he witnessed them. 
These accounts came precisely as they were found in the Torah sent down to Moses and 
in the Gospel sent down to Jesus. Neither the Jews or Christians were able to belie him 
regarding anything that he said. 
2. Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) also foretold of everything 
that would occur to him and his community after him, pertaining to victory, the removal 
of the tyrannical kingdoms of Chosroes [the royal title for the Zoroastrian kings of Persia] 
and Caesar, and the establishment of the religion of Islam throughout the earth. These 
events occurred exactly as Muhammad foretold, as if he was reading the future from an 
open book. 



3. Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) also brought an Arabic 
Koran that is the peak of eloquence and clarity. The Koran challenged those eloquent and 
fluent Arabs of his time, who initially belied him, to bring forth a single chapter like the 
Koran. The eloquent Arabs of his day were unable to contest this Koran. 
Indeed, till our day, none has ever dared to claim that he has been able to compose words 
that equal-or even approach-the order, grace, beauty, and splendor of this Glorious 
Koran. 
4. The life history of this Noble Prophet was a perfect example of being upright, merciful, 
compassionate, truthful, brave, generous, distant from all evil character, and ascetic in all 
worldly matters, while striving solely for the reward of the Hereafter. Moreover, in all his 
actions and dealings, he was ever mindful and fearful of Allah. 
5. Allah instilled great love for Muhammad (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon 
him) in the hearts of all who believed in and met him. This love reached such a degree 
that any of his companions would willingly sacrifice his (or her) self, mother or father for 
him. 
Till today, those who believe in Muhammad honor and love him. Anyone of those who 
believe in him would ransom his own family and wealth to see him, even if but once. 
6. All of history has not preserved the biography of any person in the manner it has 
preserved the life of Muhammad, who is the most influential human in history. 
Nor has the entire earth known of anyone whom every morning and evening, and many 
times thereafter throughout the day, is thought of by those who believe in him. Upon 
remembering Muhammad, the believers in him will greet him and ask Allah to bless him. 
They do such with full hearts and true love for him. 
7. Nor has there every been a man on earth whom is still followed in all his doings by 
those who believe in him. 
Those who believe in Muhammad, sleep in the manner he slept; purify themselves 
(through ablution and ritual washing) in the manner he purified himself; and adhere to his 
practice in the way they eat, drink, and clothe themselves. 
Indeed in all aspects of their lives, the believers in Muhammad adhere to the teachings he 
spread among them and the path that he traveled upon during his life. 
During every generation, from his day till our time, the believers in this Noble Prophet 
have fully adhered to his teachings. With some, this has reached the degree that they 
desire to follow and adhere to the Prophet's way in his personal matters regarding which 
Allah has not sought of them to adhere to in worship. For example, some will only eat 
those specific foods or only wear those specific garments that the Messenger liked. 
Let alone all that, all those who believe in Muhammad repeat those praises of Allah, 
special prayers, and invocations that he would say during each of his actions during day 
and night, like: what he would say when he greeted people, upon entering and leaving the 
house, entering and leaving the mosque, entering and leaving the bathroom, going to 
sleep and awaking from sleep, observing the new crescent, observing the new fruit on 
trees, eating, drinking, dressing, riding, traveling and returning from travel, etc. 
Let alone all that, all those who believe in Muhammad fully perform-even to the minute 
detail-every act of worship-like prayer, fasting, charity, and pilgrimage-as this Noble 
Messenger (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) taught and as he himself 
performed. 



All of this allows those who believe in him, to live their lives in all aspects with this 
Noble Messenger as their example, as if he was standing before them, for them to follow 
in all their doings. 
8. There has never been nor will there ever be a man anywhere upon this earth who has 
received such love, respect, honor, and obedience in all matters-small and large alike-as 
has this Noble Prophet. 
9. Since his day, in every region of the earth and during every period, this Noble Prophet 
has been followed by individuals from all races, colors and peoples. Many of those who 
followed him were previously Christians, Jews, pagans, idolaters, or without any religion. 
Among those who chose to follow him, were those who were known for their sound 
judgment, wisdom, reflection, and foresight. They chose to follow this Noble Prophet 
after they witnessed the signs of his truthfulness and the evidences of his miracles. They 
did not choose to follow Muhammad out of compulsion or coercion or because they had 
adopted the ways of their fathers and mothers. 
Indeed many of the followers of this Prophet (may Allah's blessings peace be upon him), 
chose to follow him during the time when Islam was weak, when there were few 
Muslims, and when there was severe persecution of his followers on earth. Most people 
who have followed this Prophet (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) have 
done so not to acquire some material benefits. Indeed many of his followers have 
suffered the greatest forms of harm and persecution as a result of following this Prophet. 
Despite all this harm and persecution, this did not turn them back from his religion. 
My brethren! All of this clearly indicates to anyone possessing any sense, that this 
Prophet was truly and really Allah's messenger and that he was not just a man who 
claimed prophethood or spoke about Allah without knowledge. 
10. With all this, Muhammad came with a great religion in its credal and legal make-up. 
Muhammad described Allah with qualities of complete perfection, and at the same time 
in a manner that is free of ascribing to Him any imperfection. Neither the philosophers or 
the wise could ever describe Allah like such. Indeed it is impossible to imagine that any 
human mind could conceive of an existing being that possesses such complete ability, 
knowledge, and greatness; Who has subdued the creation; Who has encompassed 
everything in the universe, small or large; and Who possesses such perfect mercy. 
Nor is it in the ability of any human being to place a perfect law based upon justice, 
equality, mercy and objectivity for all human activity on earth like the laws that 
Muhammad brought for all spheres of human activity - like buying and selling, marriage 
and divorce, renting, testimony, custody, and all other contracts that are necessary to 
uphold life and civilization on earth. 
11. It is impossible that any person conceive wisdom,, morals, good manners, nobleness 
of characters as what this honorable Prophet (may Allah's blessings and peace be upon 
him) brought. 
In a full and complete manner, Muhammad spread a teaching regarding character and 
manners toward one' parents, relatives, fiends, family, humanity, animals, plants and 
inanimate objects. It is impossible for the human mind alone to grasp all of that teaching 
or come with a similar teaching. 
All of that unequivocally indicates that this Messenger did not bring an) of this religion 
from his own accord, but that it was rather a teaching and inspiration that he received 



from the One Who created the earth and the high heavens above and created this universe 
in its miraculous architecture and perfection. 
12. The legal and credal make-up of the religion that the Messenger, Muhammad, (may 
Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) brought resembles the engineering of the 
heavens and the earth. All of that indicates that He who created the heavens and the earth 
is the One Who sent down this great law and upright religion. 
The degree of inimitability of the Divine law that was sent down upon Muhammad is to 
the same degree of inimitability of the Divine creation of the heavens and earth. For just 
as humanity cannot create this universe, in the same manner humanity cannot bring forth 
a law like Allah's law that He sent down upon His servant and messenger Muhammad 
(may Allah's blessings and peace be upon him).
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On 3/9/08, ;-) <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?
to=jimholland@mchsi.com> wrote: 
1) There is no reason to think Muhammad is a prophet.
2) No reason to think the Koran is holy.
3) Hadiths?? Are counter to Bible and Koran and can't be considered holy in
any way.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Irshad Sait" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?
to=irshadsait@gmail.com>
To: "S.M.Ishaq Quadri" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?
to=ishaqquadri@yahoo.com>
Cc: "Jimmy Jumshade" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?
to=jimmybug@rocketmail.com>; "DR UMAR AZAM"
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=hasibonline@gmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=hasnaprana@yahoo.com>;
"Mazhar Hayat" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?
to=mazhar.hayat@gmail.com>; <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?
to=hcaddess@prodigy.net>; "obey hear"
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=wehearnobey@yahoogroups.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=hidayath@gmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=hill_gar@yahoo.es>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=hkbadal@gmail.com>; 
"holidayweekly" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=holiday@global-
bd.net>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=humanfriend@hotmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=hussain@hotmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=ibnuhaji@hotmail.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=idara@toluislam.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=imallwoman@aol.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=imrantaha@gmail.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=imtiyazahmed2003@hotmail.com>; 
"indonesiasiesta"
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=indonesiasiesta@yahoogroups.com>; 
"Usman Iqbal" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?
to=sherry_kool@hotmail.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=iqbalidrees@yahoo.com>; 
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<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=iram.hamid@gmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=irfan_ajaz2003@yahoo.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=irfanikhan@gmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=irshadrediff@gmail.com>; 
"Awakened Islam"
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=islamawakened@yahoogroups.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=ismail@bemco-ipp.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=ismunas@hotmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=itsshafee@rediffmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jafa1944@yahoo.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jaffar@indochina313.com>; "Asif 
Jalil" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=asif_jalil@yahoo.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jamal_da@yahoo.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jameela_b@yahoo.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jamiat@intnet.mu>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jamilu_sabiu@yahoo.com>; "summer 
el jammali" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=seljammali@aol.com>; 
"Nurlany
Jassin" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=lanyjassin@yahoo.com>; 
"Anam Javaid" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?
to=princess_anam1@hotmail.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jaza9111@yahoo.ca>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jeevkulkarni@yahoo.com>; "mujahid 
jehad"
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jehad_mujahid@yahoogroups.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jferris21@hotmail.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jimholland@mchsi.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jules_7_17@hotmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=k_pk2000@yahoo.com>;
"Rizwan Kaif" <http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=rkaif@hotmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=kaisrani@gmail.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?
to=kammy_dangerous2004@hotmail.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=indiandustice@yahoogroups.com>;
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=gul_badshah@yahoo.com>; 
<http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=wideminds@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2008 10:56 PM
Subject: Re: DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE

> Dear Jimmy
>
> Assalamu Alaikum
>
> Very much shocked to read your mail addressed to Dr Umar Azam.
>
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> If you do not believe in the Hadiths of Prophet (PBUH), we do not compel
> you.
>
> But we have full rights to believe in Holy Qur'an and the Hadiths of
> Prophet (PBUH).
>
> So please do not call any one Jaahil.  Please repent and seek Dr Umar
> Azam's pardon, because Almighty Allah will not pardon one until and
> unless the victim pardons.
>
> May Almighty Allah Guide us to the Right Path and keep us all
> steadfast on the Right Path.  Aameen
>
> Allah Hafiz
>
> Irshad Sait

hearts and locks

Monday, 10 March, 2008 23:47
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
jeevkulkarni@yahoo.com

JIMMY JUMSHADE TALKS RUBBISH.
 
DR UMAR
 
WWW.DR-UMAR-AZAM.COM
 
WWW.DR-UMAR-AZAM.CO.UK 

Re: DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE

Tuesday, 11 March, 2008 18:15
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Jimmy Jumshade" <jimmybug@rocketmail.com>

Cc: 
jimmybug@rocketmail.com, "DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>, hasibonline@gmail.com, 
hasnaprana@yahoo.com, "Mazhar Hayat" <mazhar.hayat@gmail.com>, hcaddess@prodigy.net, "obey hear" 
<wehearnobey@yahoogroups.com>, hidayath@gmail.com, hill_gar@yahoo.es, hkbadal@gmail.com, 
"holidayweekly" <holiday@global-bd.net>, humanfriend@hotmail.com, hussain@hotmail.com, 
ibnuhaji@hotmail.com, idara@toluislam.com, imallwoman@aol.com, imrantaha@gmail.com, 
imtiyazahmed2003@hotmail.com, "indonesiasiesta" <indonesiasiesta@yahoogroups.com>, "Usman Iqbal" 
<sherry_kool@hotmail.com>, iqbalidrees@yahoo.com, iram.hamid@gmail.com, irfan_ajaz2003@yahoo.com, 
irfanikhan@gmail.com, irshadrediff@gmail.com, "Awakened Islam" <islamawakened@yahoogroups.com>, 
ismail@bemco-ipp.com, ismunas@hotmail.com, itsshafee@rediffmail.com, jafa1944@yahoo.com, 
jaffar@indochina313.com, "Asif Jalil" <asif_jalil@yahoo.com>, jamal_da@yahoo.com, jameela_b@yahoo.com, 
jamiat@intnet.mu, jamilu_sabiu@yahoo.com, "summer el jammali" <seljammali@aol.com>, "Nurlany Jassin" 
<lanyjassin@yahoo.com>, "Anam Javaid" <princess_anam1@hotmail.com>, jaza9111@yahoo.ca, 
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jeevkulkarni@yahoo.com, "mujahid jehad" <jehad_mujahid@yahoogroups.com>, jferris21@hotmail.com, 
jules_7_17@hotmail.com, k_pk2000@yahoo.com, "Rizwan Kaif" <rkaif@hotmail.com>, kaisrani@gmail.com, 
kammy_dangerous2004@hotmail.com, indiandustice@yahoogroups.com, gul_badshah@yahoo.com, 
wideminds@yahoogroups.com... more

Allah knows that a person will disbelieve.  Now the person can't disbelieve without 
the will of Allah, so Allah has to will it for the person to carry out his intention.

Jimmy Jumshade <jimmybug@rocketmail.com> wrote: 
Dr Umar Azam sahib:

Could you specifiy who exactly puts these "veils in front of their eyes and locks on their hearts??!!" If I  
remember correctly, the Quran specifies it is Allah. Therefore not the fault of the Kaffirs but fault of  
whoever has put on these veils & locks.If somebody locks my heart it is not my fault for I am the victim.

But then on the other hand it is you who have veils & locks; for you insist a life & person is perfect, when 
he was not................nothing but blind human worship.

Now, are you striving for a one story or two story "House in Paradise??!!"

DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 
If only the kafirs did not have veils in front of their eyes and locks on their hearts!  
But, then, disbelief is not the same as belief.

Jimmy Jumshade <jimmybug@rocketmail.com> wrote: 
SK: What can you expect??!! These MAD people claim he was a perfect man who led a perfect life..............

sanjeev kulkarni <jeevkulkarni@yahoo.com> wrote: 
If muslims really want to follow mohammad, they should marry 16 women and not 4 and 
also marry their daughters in law.  By the way,12 points of praise are not proofs of any 
thing related with mohammad.  These are proofs of people being only stupid and 
dishonest.

The Requested Booklets are Attached.

Tuesday, 11 March, 2008 18:32
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
taahira.hussain@uhb.nhs.uk, jubeidam@boe.co.za

Message contains attachments
2 Files (757KB) | Download All

• DUA_BOOK_A5_07.pdf
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• RAMADHAN_BOOK_A5_07.pdf

Assalamu Alaikum,
 
                               Thank you v. much for your request.  I have great 
pleasure in attaching the DUA Booklet and the RAMADAN Booklet.
 
                                If you haven’t already done so, see my own 
Booklet PRACTICAL ISLAMIC ADVICE on www.dr-umar-azam.com and 
then fill in the SURVEY FORM (the link is on the Home Page).
 
                                         Dr Umar
 

On website

Tuesday, 11 March, 2008 18:34
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
taahira.hussain@uhb.nhs.uk

Salam, Taahira
 

                   The entire DREAMS IN ISLAM is on www.dr-umar-
azam.com  You can read it all there without having to buy it.
 

                                                 Dr Umar

Re: DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE

Tuesday, 11 March, 2008 18:38
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Hugh Caddess" <hcaddess@prodigy.net>

Cc: 
"S.M.Ishaq Quadri" <ishaqquadri@yahoo.com>, "Jimmy Jumshade" <jimmybug@rocketmail.com>, "DR UMAR 
AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>, hasibonline@gmail.com, hasnaprana@yahoo.com, "Mazhar Hayat" 
<mazhar.hayat@gmail.com>, hcaddess@prodigy.net, "obey hear" <wehearnobey@yahoogroups.com>, 
hidayath@gmail.com, hill_gar@yahoo.es, hkbadal@gmail.com, "holidayweekly" <holiday@global-bd.net>, 
humanfriend@hotmail.com, hussain@hotmail.com, ibnuhaji@hotmail.com, idara@toluislam.com, 
imallwoman@aol.com, imrantaha@gmail.com, imtiyazahmed2003@hotmail.com, "indonesiasiesta" 
<indonesiasiesta@yahoogroups.com>, "Usman Iqbal" <sherry_kool@hotmail.com>, iqbalidrees@yahoo.com, 
iram.hamid@gmail.com, irfan_ajaz2003@yahoo.com, irfanikhan@gmail.com, irshadrediff@gmail.com, "Awakened 
Islam" <islamawakened@yahoogroups.com>, ismail@bemco-ipp.com, ismunas@hotmail.com, 

http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1ugo2l5dh/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2414%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1399558_AHO3ktkAAMsiR9bRpwRHjgVWoec%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D279983876%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1399558_AHO3ktkAAMsiR9bRpwRHjgVWoec%25252C1_1400079_AHS3ktkAAFAAR9bQ0AiS6jizATI%25252C1_1400585_AGq3ktkAAMEQR9bQRQmsg0FtW%25252FQ%25252C1_1401124_AHK3ktkAASCaR9bQHgfqiTiTmvU%25252C1_1401664_AHW3ktkAAByPR9bQCQgyl3UJmHc%25252C1_1402206_AGq3ktkAAFspR9bMXwFjTHQbCRU%25252C1_1402729_AHO3ktkAALIcR9XIqwBT%25252F38Y1oQ%25252C1_1403241_AHC3ktkAAQe%25252BR9XEBwU21h9ZLzk%25252C1_1403765_AHO3ktkAAHn%25252BR9XC9AJaJgOcxlw%25252C1_1404302_AGq3ktkAAIXVR9XCswzUk0wswjs%2526hash%253D834abe394ba1823f014fb057d0baab01%2526.jsrand%253D7157707%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto
http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
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http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1ughr5k1c/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2415%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1400079_AHS3ktkAAFAAR9bQ0AiS6jizATI%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D947501740%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1399558_AHO3ktkAAMsiR9bRpwRHjgVWoec%25252C1_1400079_AHS3ktkAAFAAR9bQ0AiS6jizATI%25252C1_1400585_AGq3ktkAAMEQR9bQRQmsg0FtW%25252FQ%25252C1_1401124_AHK3ktkAASCaR9bQHgfqiTiTmvU%25252C1_1401664_AHW3ktkAAByPR9bQCQgyl3UJmHc%25252C1_1402206_AGq3ktkAAFspR9bMXwFjTHQbCRU%25252C1_1402729_AHO3ktkAALIcR9XIqwBT%25252F38Y1oQ%25252C1_1403241_AHC3ktkAAQe%25252BR9XEBwU21h9ZLzk%25252C1_1403765_AHO3ktkAAHn%25252BR9XC9AJaJgOcxlw%25252C1_1404302_AGq3ktkAAIXVR9XCswzUk0wswjs%2526hash%253D834abe394ba1823f014fb057d0baab01%2526.jsrand%253D9914446%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto
http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
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itsshafee@rediffmail.com, jafa1944@yahoo.com, jaffar@indochina313.com, "Asif Jalil" <asif_jalil@yahoo.com>, 
jamal_da@yahoo.com, jameela_b@yahoo.com, jamiat@intnet.mu, jamilu_sabiu@yahoo.com, "summer el 
jammali" <seljammali@aol.com>, "Nurlany Jassin" <lanyjassin@yahoo.com>, "Anam Javaid" 
<princess_anam1@hotmail.com>, jaza9111@yahoo.ca, jeevkulkarni@yahoo.com, "mujahid jehad" 
<jehad_mujahid@yahoogroups.com>, jferris21@hotmail.com, jules_7_17@hotmail.com, k_pk2000@yahoo.com, 
"Rizwan Kaif" <rkaif@hotmail.com>, kaisrani@gmail.com, kammy_dangerous2004@hotmail.com, 
indiandustice@yahoogroups.com, gul_badshah@yahoo.com, wideminds@yahoogroups.com... more

We've got Jim Belgium, Jammy Jumshade, Sanjeev Kookari and - now Hugh 
Godless!
  What are all these kafirs stirring trouble for?

Hugh Caddess <hcaddess@prodigy.net> wrote:
As long as Islam has religious leaders (not just illiterate bumpkins in some remote village 
in Pakistan or Afghanistan) like Khomeini who put a price on Salman Rushdi's head 
because he did not like Rushdi's book, outsiders can only conclude that Islam is nothing 
more than a homicidal cult.
 
As soon as rank and file Muslims repudiate leaders like Khomeini and the Jihadists, 
they may be able to claim truthfully that Islam is a religion of love and peace. Until then 
all such claims are nothing but lies. Adherents to Islam should be addressing all their 
complaints to Khomeini-style leaders and Jihadists, not to "Kaffirs."
 
hnc

";-)" <jimholland@mchsi.com> wrote:
So if these are "proofs" then if I disprove any single item then God and your our 
conscience will demand that you renounce Islam and its teachings.
(These are not 12 points, you have many with each and many are not related)  This 
proves YOU are irrational and uneducated.

I saw no "proofs" and not even valid points.  If you are honest you will convert from 
Islam.  If not the true God will judge you as rejecting him.

1) was raised illiterate
[Not a point I would be proud of]

he was known as being truthful and trustworthy
[So what?  Only the converts to Islam were asked]

Before receiving revelation, he had no prior knowledge of Religion or any previously 
sent Message. He remained like that for his first forty years.
[FALSE.  He was raised in a hot bed of religion on a cross-roads of trading routes.   So 
for 40 years he could listen to ALL the tales from all major religions since most had 
temples in his home town.  Also around the camp fire of at night story telling is still a 
common practice.  SO he would have had to be a hermit to not know a lot about most 
religions.



Revelation then came to Muhammad with the Koran that we now have between our 
hands.
[FALSE.  The Koran did not exist during Muhammad's life time.  Various pieces were 
collected AFTER his death and compiled by a committee appointed by the local ruler.
 
This Koran mentioned most of the accounts found in the previous scriptures, telling us 
about these events in the greatest detail as if he witnessed them. These accounts came 
precisely as they were found in the Torah sent down to Moses and in the Gospel sent 
down to Jesus. Neither the Jews or Christians were able to belie him regarding anything 
that he said.
[FALSE.  It does not get any major story from the Torah or Gospels correct.  If that was 
even his intention then he would have referenced the ORIGINAL documents.  He did not 
do this since he HAD to chance the meanings of the original stories because if he did not 
then there would be no need for him or his new invention.

2. Muhammad also foretold of everything that would occur to him and his community 
after him, pertaining to victory, the removal of the tyrannical kingdoms of Chosroes and 
Caesar, 
and the establishment of the religion of Islam throughout the earth. 
[A warlord that foretold victory????  ALL warlords, and rulers of then and today tell their 
soldiers the same thing.]

3. Muhammad  also brought an Arabic Koran that is the peak of eloquence and clarity. 
The Koran challenged those eloquent and fluent Arabs of his time, who initially belied 
him, to bring forth a single chapter like the Koran. The eloquent Arabs of his day were 
unable to contest this Koran.
[Arabs of the day that did contest the Koran were killed.   Also see above.  The 
committee that compiled and edited the Koran was eloquent, but eloquent is a matter of 
opinion]

4. The life history of this Noble Prophet was a perfect example ...
[FALSE.  He was a warlord, killing, conquring, forcing conversions, "marrying" a harem, 
war crimes, etc.....]

5. Allah instilled great love for Muhammad in the hearts of all who believed in and met 
him. This love reached such a degree that any of his companions would willingly 
sacrifice himself, mother or father for him.
[Cult leaders of today have the same fanatical followers, but only cults require criminal 
behavior of their followers (war, conquest, etc.)]

6. All of history has not preserved the biography of any person in the manner it has 
preserved the life of Muhammad, who is the most influential human in history.
[not true, but also not evidence even if it was.]

7. Nor has there every been a man on earth whom is still followed in all his doings by 
those who believe in him.  



Those who believe in Muhammad, sleep in the manner he slept; ...

[Proof that muslims are fools nothing more.  The real God does not care how u sleep, eat, 
or which direction you point at prayer, or if u make a physical trip or not.]

8. There has never been nor will there ever be a man anywhere upon this earth who has 
received such love, respect, honor, and obedience in all matters-small and large alike-as 
has this "Noble Prophet".
[Flase.  Jesus, Budda, Moses, David, etc.  Muhammad is considered by many just a 
criminal and his followers are now doing Satan's will (terrorism, oppression of women, 
oppressive governments, etc.)]

9. Since his day, in every region of the earth ...
[If Islam is true why is it the only religion FORCED on people?  That was how it started 
(forced conversions) and how is now spreads (Islamic Nations).  It is illegal to choose 
another religion in Islamic nations.  It is the only religion who's leaders think it so weak 
as to need to be defended]

10. With all this, Muhammad came with a great religion in its credal and legal make-
up. ...
[Islam is just a bad copy of Judaism in its oldest forms.  Today Islamic nations are just 
very similar to communist nations.  Why would the real God want oppressive nations to 
speak for him?  Does Saudi, Taliban, Syria, Iran, speak for this Allah guy?  If so that 
Allah sounds a lot like Satan.]

11. It is impossible that any person conceive wisdom,, morals, good manners, nobleness 
of characters as what this honorable Prophet brought. ...
[False.  Jesus was much greater than Muhammad.  Abraham, Moses, David also were 
greater.  Muhammad does not rate mentioning among the real Prophets or Jesus.]

12. The legal and credal make-up of the religion that the Messenger, Muhammad, (may 
Allah's blessings and peace be upon him) brought resembles the engineering of the 
heavens and the earth. ...
[I am not sure what your point is?  SO it can't be a "proof".  Did you mean to refer to 
governments or science?  Governments and legal systems of Islam are among the worst 
in the world.  Islamic science is an oxymoron with all Islamic nations going into a dark 
age in the modern world.]

Re: DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE

Tuesday, 11 March, 2008 21:50
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Jimmy Jumshade" <jimmybug@rocketmail.com>

Cc: 
jimmybug@rocketmail.com, "DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>, hasibonline@gmail.com, 
hasnaprana@yahoo.com, "Mazhar Hayat" <mazhar.hayat@gmail.com>, hcaddess@prodigy.net, "obey hear" 
<wehearnobey@yahoogroups.com>, hidayath@gmail.com, hill_gar@yahoo.es, hkbadal@gmail.com, 

http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1uk040lm6/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2413%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1399035_AHS3ktkAAKv0R9b%25252BmAm4SE5Um8I%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D7863209%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1396939_AGi3ktkAAAXpR9cLiQr7uWBWnro%25252C1_1397449_AGu3ktkAAMs5R9cJqgXmIFhdDks%25252C1_1397992_AG%25252B3ktkAAUeQR9cAywXOwi1YbGg%25252C1_1398546_AHW3ktkAAJWFR9b%25252FYAKbowWSNxM%25252C1_1399035_AHS3ktkAAKv0R9b%25252BmAm4SE5Um8I%25252C1_1399558_AHO3ktkAAMsiR9bRpwRHjgVWoec%25252C1_1400079_AHS3ktkAAFAAR9bQ0AiS6jizATI%25252C1_1400585_AGq3ktkAAMEQR9bQRQmsg0FtW%25252FQ%25252C1_1401124_AHK3ktkAASCaR9bQHgfqiTiTmvU%25252C1_1401664_AHW3ktkAAByPR9bQCQgyl3UJmHc%2526hash%253D834abe394ba1823f014fb057d0baab01%2526.jsrand%253D5399944%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto


"holidayweekly" <holiday@global-bd.net>, humanfriend@hotmail.com, hussain@hotmail.com, 
ibnuhaji@hotmail.com, idara@toluislam.com, imallwoman@aol.com, imrantaha@gmail.com, 
imtiyazahmed2003@hotmail.com, "indonesiasiesta" <indonesiasiesta@yahoogroups.com>, "Usman Iqbal" 
<sherry_kool@hotmail.com>, iqbalidrees@yahoo.com, iram.hamid@gmail.com, irfan_ajaz2003@yahoo.com, 
irfanikhan@gmail.com, irshadrediff@gmail.com, "Awakened Islam" <islamawakened@yahoogroups.com>, 
ismail@bemco-ipp.com, ismunas@hotmail.com, itsshafee@rediffmail.com, jafa1944@yahoo.com, 
jaffar@indochina313.com, "Asif Jalil" <asif_jalil@yahoo.com>, jamal_da@yahoo.com, jameela_b@yahoo.com, 
jamiat@intnet.mu, jamilu_sabiu@yahoo.com, "summer el jammali" <seljammali@aol.com>, "Nurlany Jassin" 
<lanyjassin@yahoo.com>, "Anam Javaid" <princess_anam1@hotmail.com>, jaza9111@yahoo.ca, 
jeevkulkarni@yahoo.com, "mujahid jehad" <jehad_mujahid@yahoogroups.com>, jferris21@hotmail.com, 
jules_7_17@hotmail.com, k_pk2000@yahoo.com, "Rizwan Kaif" <rkaif@hotmail.com>, kaisrani@gmail.com, 
kammy_dangerous2004@hotmail.com, indiandustice@yahoogroups.com, gul_badshah@yahoo.com, 
wideminds@yahoogroups.com... more

YOU DON'T SEEM TO UNDERSTAND THE CONCEPT OF 'FREE WILL'.  IF 
ALLAH CREATED MANKIND 'MUSLIMS ONLY', THEN THERE'D BE NO 
FREE WILL; WE WOULDN'T KNOW WHO WOULD CHOOSE TO BELIEVE 
AND WHO WOULD NOT.

Jimmy Jumshade <jimmybug@rocketmail.com> wrote:
This clearly means Allah manufacturers "DisBelievers" after Creating them in the first place..................If  
DisBelievers are so bad why does Allah Create them??!! Why did not allah create entire mankind 
"MUSLIMS" only a7 be happy about it??!!

Have you received the DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE FROM ME?

Tuesday, 11 March, 2008 21:59
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
sarasyed_ca@yahoo.com

Assalamu Alaikum,
 
Just a quick e-mail to ask you whether you have received the DUA FOR A 
HOUSE IN PARADISE which I am currently distributing.  If you haven’t, please 
confirm & I will e-mail it to you.  More than 1,500 people, Masha'Allah, have 
requested Islamic literature from me in the last year or so, and you are sure to 
receive this Dua, Insha’Allah, if you respond.
 
                                              Umar Azam BA PhD,
 
                                                        Manchester, UK

Re: Her dream

Tuesday, 11 March, 2008 22:45
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
mir_danyal@hotmail.com

 
Salam, Danial
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                        Her father has died.  I’m afraid the fact that he met 
you appears to mean that your and her relationship is going to  die 
i.e.end too.  However, you are an honourable character and so, too, 
was her father - symbolised by the tall height.  I suppose this is some 
consolation!  Let’s hope this interpretation turns out wrong!
 
                                             Dr Umar
 

Dreaming of being Mahdi

Tuesday, 11 March, 2008 23:15
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
masjidofjericho@yahoo.com

 
Assalamu Alaikum,
 
You need to be careful here, Abdul Hakim.  Satanic dreams can be a 
suggestion of your own mind in the quest for power & recognition.  
Let not the Satan lead you astray!  [If I had a dream that I am a 
prophet, I'd seek Allah's forgiveness, for this would obviously not be 
true].
 
See also:  http://islamic-forum.net/index.php?
showtopic=6750&st=0&p=45471&#entry45471
 
Dr Umar
 

DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE

Tuesday, 11 March, 2008 23:24
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
naseeb_13@hotmail.com

SALAM, BR NASEEB
 
                                I'VE SENT YOU THE ATTACHMENTS SEPARATE MAIL, IF 
YOU WANT TO PRINT THEM OUT.  BUT IF YOU'D LIKE ME TO POST THE 
SHEET, GIVE ME YOUR ADDRESS [YOU FORGOT TO GIVE IT IN YOUR 
MAIL].
 

http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1us3qasqh/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2403%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1393748_AG%25252B3ktkAAJzfR9cUvgy%25252FoQKt3t0%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D476320562%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1391607_AHa3ktkAAW7mR9moaAAm8FbfK60%25252C1_1392143_AG%25252B3ktkAAAxAR9hqLwdiUR9S248%25252C1_1392682_AGm3ktkAAJNeR9hqBAtLyTWnhDY%25252C1_1393215_AG63ktkAAK7UR9hpmwM92mOy%25252Bbw%25252C1_1393748_AG%25252B3ktkAAJzfR9cUvgy%25252FoQKt3t0%25252C1_1394270_AHS3ktkAAAbgR9cUIAt8YkOsJm8%25252C1_1394805_AHO3ktkAAG7IR9cT6A7reiwdkRM%25252C1_1395342_AG63ktkAARomR9cS9wsTiFdgIC0%25252C1_1395878_AGq3ktkAAGG5R9cS3w31jXvf1Ck%25252C1_1396416_AHa3ktkAAVvuR9cSgwEQxTdZNvw%2526hash%253D9515d573fcf85e0dead5e92202712367%2526.jsrand%253D1761870%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto
http://islamic-forum.net/index.php?showtopic=6750&st=0&p=45471&#entry45471
http://islamic-forum.net/index.php?showtopic=6750&st=0&p=45471&#entry45471
http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1u9266jvd/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2408%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1396416_AHa3ktkAAVvuR9cSgwEQxTdZNvw%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D465128671%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1394270_AHS3ktkAAAbgR9cUIAt8YkOsJm8%25252C1_1394805_AHO3ktkAAG7IR9cT6A7reiwdkRM%25252C1_1395342_AG63ktkAARomR9cS9wsTiFdgIC0%25252C1_1395878_AGq3ktkAAGG5R9cS3w31jXvf1Ck%25252C1_1396416_AHa3ktkAAVvuR9cSgwEQxTdZNvw%25252C1_1396939_AGi3ktkAAAXpR9cLiQr7uWBWnro%25252C1_1397449_AGu3ktkAAMs5R9cJqgXmIFhdDks%25252C1_1397992_AG%25252B3ktkAAUeQR9cAywXOwi1YbGg%25252C1_1398546_AHW3ktkAAJWFR9b%25252FYAKbowWSNxM%25252C1_1399035_AHS3ktkAAKv0R9b%25252BmAm4SE5Um8I%2526hash%253D834abe394ba1823f014fb057d0baab01%2526.jsrand%253D984120%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto


                                       REGARDS,
             
                                          DR UMAR

Re: dream interpretation required sir

Thursday, 13 March, 2008 22:19
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
Waqar.Zaidi@netsolpk.com

 

W.S. WAQAR,
 
                       AS I SEE IT, THIS DREAM IS TELLING YOU THAT MANY 
MUSLIMS NOWADAYS ARE DISUNITED & CAUSING FITNAH IN ISLAM, NOT 
HOLDING FAST TO THE ROPE OF ALLAH -SYMBOLISED BY PRAYING IN 
DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS.  NOW YOU YOURSELF ARE FOLLOWING ISLAM 
WITH A PURE HEART, SYMBOLISED BY RESPECTING THE AHL-E-BAIT AND 
THIS RESPECT WILL BE CAUSE OF YOUR SALVATION IN THE FUTURE, 
INSHA'ALLAH.  SO, CONGRATULATIONS, YOUR DREAM IS INDEED AN OMEN 
THAT YOU ARE RIGHTLY-GUIDED & INSHA'ALLAH YOU WILL CONTINUE TO 
BE RIGHT UP TO THE TIME OF YOUR DEATH.
                                                                      
I'LL BE SENDING YOU THE DUA TO BE RECITED TO ACQUIRE A HOUSE IN 
PARADISE IN A SEPARATE MAIL.
 
 
                                                             DR UMAR 
 

Waqar.Zaidi@netsolpk.com wrote:

AOA Sir,

i saw a dream last night that i m in an area( mosque) near to my office. i
went for Namaz there and one man hold my hand and kissed and said you will
take me to the jannat i replied why u r making me a sinner by saying this
he said i respect the Ahl-e-bait etc. when namaz started all the people
were praying in different manners i was shocked and dont know what to do my

http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1ugb5jgvd/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2399%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1391607_AHa3ktkAAW7mR9moaAAm8FbfK60%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D126582300%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1391607_AHa3ktkAAW7mR9moaAAm8FbfK60%25252C1_1392143_AG%25252B3ktkAAAxAR9hqLwdiUR9S248%25252C1_1392682_AGm3ktkAAJNeR9hqBAtLyTWnhDY%25252C1_1393215_AG63ktkAAK7UR9hpmwM92mOy%25252Bbw%25252C1_1393748_AG%25252B3ktkAAJzfR9cUvgy%25252FoQKt3t0%25252C1_1394270_AHS3ktkAAAbgR9cUIAt8YkOsJm8%25252C1_1394805_AHO3ktkAAG7IR9cT6A7reiwdkRM%25252C1_1395342_AG63ktkAARomR9cS9wsTiFdgIC0%25252C1_1395878_AGq3ktkAAGG5R9cS3w31jXvf1Ck%25252C1_1396416_AHa3ktkAAVvuR9cSgwEQxTdZNvw%2526hash%253D9515d573fcf85e0dead5e92202712367%2526.jsrand%253D9190661%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto


friend was with me i saw him and we immediately join the other people who
were praying behind us and i said now thats fine who people were they?
performing namaz like this. etc

Please sir , interpret this i m worried

Thank u very much in advance as u always been helping me

Kind Regards,

Syed Waqar Hussain Zaidi
Sr. SCM Engineer
SCM Department
111-44-88-00(187)

DUA-E-KUMAIL

Thursday, 13 March, 2008 22:41
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
ak.dewan@dhl.com

WA LAIKUM SALAM, BR. ABDOOL KADER
 
FURTHER TO YOUR REQUEST, I MANAGED TO FIND DUA-E-KUMAIL
 ON THE INTERNET.  IT IS ATTACHED HEREWITH.  PLEASE FEEL FREE TO 
FORWARD IT TO THOSE IMAMS WHO TOLD YOU THAT, IN FACT, THEY TOO 
WERE LOOKING FOR THIS DUA & WOULD BE PLEASED TO RECEIVE IT.  IT 
IS TAKEN FROM: 
         
 
http://www.duas.org/kumayl.htm 
 
 
Dr Umar

PLEASE PRINT DUA-E-KUMAIL FROM WEBSITE.

Friday, 14 March, 2008 21:35
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
ak.dewan@dhl.com

http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1ojpum65i/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2394%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1388959_AHO3ktkAAQPeR9rvpgXLnR82DTM%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D59087585%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1388959_AHO3ktkAAQPeR9rvpgXLnR82DTM%25252C1_1389484_AHK3ktkAAGGpR9mtpw4eVyUhZI4%25252C1_1389984_AG%25252B3ktkAAOJxR9mqyQzDwy%25252Fswko%25252C1_1390522_AG63ktkAAYZAR9mqmgue6ULYSng%25252C1_1391061_AHC3ktkAABJhR9mqMgAZ6BU8KSs%25252C1_1391607_AHa3ktkAAW7mR9moaAAm8FbfK60%2526hash%253D9515d573fcf85e0dead5e92202712367%2526.jsrand%253D9164640%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto
http://www.duas.org/kumayl.htm
http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1ol4chkd7/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2395%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1389484_AHK3ktkAAGGpR9mtpw4eVyUhZI4%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D1772410741%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1388959_AHO3ktkAAQPeR9rvpgXLnR82DTM%25252C1_1389484_AHK3ktkAAGGpR9mtpw4eVyUhZI4%25252C1_1389984_AG%25252B3ktkAAOJxR9mqyQzDwy%25252Fswko%25252C1_1390522_AG63ktkAAYZAR9mqmgue6ULYSng%25252C1_1391061_AHC3ktkAABJhR9mqMgAZ6BU8KSs%25252C1_1391607_AHa3ktkAAW7mR9moaAAm8FbfK60%2526hash%253D9515d573fcf85e0dead5e92202712367%2526.jsrand%253D9116271%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto


WA LAIKUM SALAM, BR. ABDOOL KADER
 

I HAVE HAD technical PROBLEMS ATTACHING THE RELEVANT FILE.  SO 
PLEASE PRINT THE DUA-E-KUMAIL DIRECTLY FROM:         
 

http://www.duas.org/kumayl.htm 
 

DR UMAR

Re: Fwd: [weloveallah] Dua related to exams

Friday, 14 March, 2008 21:42
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"raj malhotra" <prabhash003@yahoo.com>

PLEASE SEE [CONTACT ME AGAIN IF YOU NEED MORE INFO]:
 
                     http://www.salaam.co.uk/forum/read.php?
f=4&i=9320&t=9294
 
                                                    
raj malhotra <prabhash003@yahoo.com> wrote:
plz send me dua in english 
ie it should pronounce arabic and be read in english if possible
send me same dua related to studies 
   Flag this message  

Remaining 1 update

Saturday, 15 March, 2008 21:40
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
info@simplycreativesoftware.co.uk

If you can do the remaing 1 update [Guestbook Comments - Vol 3] this 
weekend, Emran, then we can discuss the work I want to give you.  Dr 
Umar

THE DUA FOR A HOUSE IN JANNAH

Monday, 17 March, 2008 23:29
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
sgumsa@yahoogroups.com

Message contains attachments
1 File (48KB)

http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1uhg7stnt/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2376%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1379331_AG23ktkAAACpR97%25252B9AIq6xofuf0%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D1724769020%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1378264_AHS3ktkAAGwnR%25252BA1IQVRFiYNqKw%25252C1_1378800_AG63ktkAAJlMR97%25252FYAHsLTS0H98%25252C1_1379331_AG23ktkAAACpR97%25252B9AIq6xofuf0%25252C1_1379854_AHS3ktkAAQhRR97xOwNNOjtlJ34%25252C1_1380384_AG23ktkAAPdmR97xAAwMhmheHZ0%25252C1_1380918_AHK3ktkAAKFbR97wzAzC9neEzOM%25252C1_1381448_AHO3ktkAAUuFR97woQlnUB0ag9I%25252C1_1381980_AHO3ktkAAUdER97wIwRrt1jaNu8%25252C1_1382511_AGi3ktkAASoCR97vdgIMWExBWmo%25252C1_1383047_AHa3ktkAAP8IR92hNAr34CE6SBY%2526hash%253D66230518576fb087fc014e670274c31d%2526.jsrand%253D2214739%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto
http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1utg0127n/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2388%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1385749_AHO3ktkAAXAWR9xCYAIhgXKAEMI%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D1636542688%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1383587_AGm3ktkAAOEcR92hMwiQ1Udy4LY%25252C1_1384127_AHS3ktkAARMwR92hMgv%25252FP2QFzSo%25252C1_1384667_AGq3ktkAANYCR92hLwQWQDsjibs%25252C1_1385207_AHW3ktkAAWZzR92g4gOwLzu%25252F2xw%25252C1_1385749_AHO3ktkAAXAWR9xCYAIhgXKAEMI%25252C1_1386274_AHO3ktkAARzhR9rx7gkGOA5YhVw%25252C1_1386806_AHa3ktkAAAy0R9rxzQjyZT8qZSA%25252C1_1387338_AGm3ktkAAIehR9rxRA6NUxSKhpU%25252C1_1387866_AGy3ktkAAQb%25252FR9rwKwter3%25252BEmqI%25252C1_1388411_AGi3ktkAANtDR9rv%25252FwsUjkpLb%25252Fw%2526hash%253D9515d573fcf85e0dead5e92202712367%2526.jsrand%253D7241624%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto
http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessage;_ylc=X3oDMTBrM3VjNm8wBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwNGbGFn?pSize=200&sMid=2388&fid=Sent&mid=1_1385749_AHO3ktkAAXAWR9xCYAIhgXKAEMI&sort=date&order=down&startMid=2400&.rand=1636542688&filterBy=&m=1_1383587_AGm3ktkAAOEcR92hMwiQ1Udy4LY%2C1_1384127_AHS3ktkAARMwR92hMgv%2FP2QFzSo%2C1_1384667_AGq3ktkAANYCR92hLwQWQDsjibs%2C1_1385207_AHW3ktkAAWZzR92g4gOwLzu%2F2xw%2C1_1385749_AHO3ktkAAXAWR9xCYAIhgXKAEMI%2C1_1386274_AHO3ktkAARzhR9rx7gkGOA5YhVw%2C1_1386806_AHa3ktkAAAy0R9rxzQjyZT8qZSA%2C1_1387338_AGm3ktkAAIehR9rxRA6NUxSKhpU%2C1_1387866_AGy3ktkAAQb%2FR9rwKwter3%2BEmqI%2C1_1388411_AGi3ktkAANtDR9rv%2FwsUjkpLb%2Fw&hash=9515d573fcf85e0dead5e92202712367&.jsrand=7241624&acrumb=XzqWycheZu5&mcrumb=SI9JE1AclB2&enc=auto&cmd=msg.flag
http://www.salaam.co.uk/forum/read.php?f=4&i=9320&t=9294
http://www.salaam.co.uk/forum/read.php?f=4&i=9320&t=9294
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http://www.duas.org/kumayl.htm


• DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE.jpg

THE NAME OF ALLAH THE
THE MERCIFUL

HOLY PROPHET [PBUH] HAS SAID THAT WHOEVER 
RECITES THESE VERSES WITH SINCERE FAITH ONCE 
IN A DAY, THAT PERSON WILL SEE HIS OR HER 
HOUSE IN PARADISE BEFORE HIS OR HER DEATH, OR 
IT WILL BE REVEALED TO SOMEONE  ELSE[KANZ-AL-

AAMAL, VOL I, p. 205, No. 3898  
PRONUNCIATION SUBHANAL QAYI MIDAYYIMI 

SUBHANAL HAYYAL QAYYOMI SUBHANAL 
HAYYALLAZI LA YAMOOTU SUBHANALLAHIL 

AZEEMI WA BIHAMDIHI SUBBUHUN QUDDUSUN 
RABBUL MALAIKATI WA ROOH SUBHANAL ALAYYIL 

ALA SUBHANAHOO WA TA'LA
TRANSLATION GLORIFIED MY LORD, THE 

SUBSISTING, THE PERMANENT!  GLORIFIED MY 
LORD, THE LIVING THE LASTING!  GLORIFIED MY 

LORD WHO NEVER DIES!  GLORIFIED MY LORD, THE 
GREAT, THE PRAISED, THE GLORIOUS, THE HOLY, 

THE LORD OF ANGELS AND THE SPIRIT!  GLORIFIED 
MY LORD, THE EXALTED, THE GLORIFIED, THE 

ALLAH, THE ALMIGHTY
 

To receive an attachment of the Arabic Text, (which I have been unable to 
place here) please contact me at:  dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

RE: Your friend's dream

http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessage?pSize=200&fid=Sent&mid=1_1379331_AG23ktkAAACpR97%2B9AIq6xofuf0&sort=date&order=down&startMid=2400&.rand=1724769020&filterBy=&m=1_1378264_AHS3ktkAAGwnR%2BA1IQVRFiYNqKw%2C1_1378800_AG63ktkAAJlMR97%2FYAHsLTS0H98%2C1_1379331_AG23ktkAAACpR97%2B9AIq6xofuf0%2C1_1379854_AHS3ktkAAQhRR97xOwNNOjtlJ34%2C1_1380384_AG23ktkAAPdmR97xAAwMhmheHZ0%2C1_1380918_AHK3ktkAAKFbR97wzAzC9neEzOM%2C1_1381448_AHO3ktkAAUuFR97woQlnUB0ag9I%2C1_1381980_AHO3ktkAAUdER97wIwRrt1jaNu8%2C1_1382511_AGi3ktkAASoCR97vdgIMWExBWmo%2C1_1383047_AHa3ktkAAP8IR92hNAr34CE6SBY&hash=66230518576fb087fc014e670274c31d&.jsrand=2214739&acrumb=XzqWycheZu5&enc=auto&cmd=msg.scan&pid=2&tnef=&fn=DUA+FOR+A+HOUSE+IN+PARADISE.jpg


Tuesday, 18 March, 2008 21:50
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"remz 786" <remz_babez@yahoo.co.uk>

 

Congratulations!  I think you can take this dream literally, 
Rehmana and it seems to be telling your Mum that either you or 
your siblings will be getting married soon.  My tel. no. is 0789 
179 200  You can talk to me directly at times, after 4pm most 
days.  I've been rather off-hand with you all the time, 
Rehmana, but I like your persistance!  Dr Umar  

remz 786 <remz_babez@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 
Salam. Hi. How r u? My mum had a dream inda morning id like 2 find owt the meaning 
plz.jazaks. My mum heard sum one in her dream saying whus child is it pota ya poti , 
meaning is it mine her daughterz or her sons? But neither myself or my brother are 
married etc? So pls help.

DR UMAR AZAM wrote: 
> Salam, Rehmana I think the first part of the dream is concerned with protection from 
nazar [the evil eye], perhaps because of a forthcoming marriage etc. This fits in with the 
next bit about seeing lots of gold jewellery. Gold GOLD: Being given gold or finding 
gold may indicate finding a suitable wife or a successful marriage. The symbolism is 
derived when the Prophet restricted
> ornaments of gold to women. Based on: Abdullab ibn Zurrayr related that he heard Ali 
ibn Abi Talib say that the Prophet took some silk in his right hand and some gold in his 
left hand. Then he said, "These two are forbidden to the males of my nation" [Sunan of 
Abu Dawood, vol 3 p 1133 no 4046; an Nasaee and Ahmad] 
http://www.experiencefestival.com/a/Meaning_of_Dreams_in_Islam/id/52705 remz 786 
wrote: hi salam my frend had
> a dream thats bugging her that she would like interperated please if u cud help many 
thanks jazak   her dream was that she was in like a canteen type place and that some lady 
goes to her when i look at u or something my stomache hurts and she was reading aytul  
kursi and allah hu akbar. and another time she saw lots gold jewellery and that thanks 
Sent from Yahoo! - a smarter inbox. 

Re: <<History Islam>> DUA for a HOUSE IN JANNAH

Wednesday, 19 March, 2008 23:50
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
thecool_04@yahoo.co.in

Assalamu Alaikum,

http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1vvsi0g8k/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2348%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1364330_AG63ktkAASHwR%25252BGmtAux%25252BWioz%25252B0%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D19610866%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1362176_AHK3ktkAASvUR%25252BLR1wjik1ZH1m0%25252C1_1362718_AGi3ktkAAXR8R%25252BLOlQ7wIg%25252Bjp%25252F8%25252C1_1363257_AG63ktkAALQ%25252FR%25252BKmAQjypjPWoyY%25252C1_1363792_AG23ktkAACJKR%25252BKlIQdbI3W84Jo%25252C1_1364330_AG63ktkAASHwR%25252BGmtAux%25252BWioz%25252B0%25252C1_1364872_AHW3ktkAAKMZR%25252BGmNQAqmWuzpxs%25252C1_1365410_AGy3ktkAASwDR%25252BGkvg2THEFxvQc%25252C1_1365946_AGm3ktkAAR47R%25252BGklA414lWfAo4%25252C1_1366482_AGu3ktkAADXLR%25252BGkWgIes15qa5c%25252C1_1367014_AHW3ktkAAI5uR%25252BGkJgAP2Xydzvw%2526hash%253D8fcdf19cadfcdb8ed24756424c61cb62%2526.jsrand%253D5834535%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto
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                                There are plenty more valuable 
Duas (eg the Dua to see Rasool Ullah {S.A.W.} IN A 
DREAM) that  you can read in PRACTICAL ISLAMIC 
ADVICE and PRAYERS IN ISLAM, both on my Web 
Site www.dr-umar-azam.com 
 

                               Dr Umar

azharul haque <thecool_04@yahoo.co.in> wrote: 
Please send me the dua in english words so that it would be easier for me to read & learn 
the dua......... ..
 
also do send me the exact meaning of that dua......... ....
 
 
also do send me as many dua as u can......... ..with their meanings ....
 
 
plzzzzzzzzz
 
 
do the needfull & earn........ ....good deeds....... .....
 
may allah keep u healthy to do good works thrughout ur life........ ..
 

dr_umar_azam <dr_umar_azam@ yahoo.co. uk> wrote:

Assalamu Alaikum,

                              To get the 
PRAYER FOR A HOUSE IN 
PARADISE [Hadith - in Arabic  
with English transliteration and  
translation] from me, put in a 

http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/


request to me at:

                   dr.umarazam@ 
gmail.com 

                                I 'm expecting 
a huge response [nearly 100 
requests received in c. 25 days], so 
please allow me 24 hours or more to 
send you this dua.

            Best regards,

               Dr Umar Azam
                   www.dr-umar- 
azam.com  
                    www.dr-umar- 
azam.co.uk

             Azharul Haque 
             thecool_04@yahoo. co.in 
http://groups. yahoo.com/ group/islam_ knowledge 
    http://islamic- knowledge- 4-all.blogspot. com

Re: The DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE is attached!

http://islamic-knowledge-4-all.blogspot.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/islam_knowledge
http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=thecool_04@yahoo.co.in
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://uk.f250.mail.yahoo.com/ym/Compose?To=dr.umarazam@gmail.com
http://uk.f250.mail.yahoo.com/ym/Compose?To=dr.umarazam@gmail.com


Thursday, 20 March, 2008 20:52
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Rishi Dwivedi" <rishidwivedi1@gmail.com>
THE DUA IS NOT FOR KAFIRS.  IF YOU ARE KAFIR, WHAT ARE YOU DOING 
AMONGST MUSLIMS?

Rishi Dwivedi <rishidwivedi1@gmail.com> wrote: 
Call to the Muslims of the World
From Faith Freedom International
 
Dear brothers and sisters in humanity and Dear Muslims. 
THE tragic incident of September 11 has shocked the world. It is unthinkable how 
anyone could be so full of hate as to commit such heinous act and kill so many innocent 
people. We people of Muslim origin are as much shaken as the rest of the world and yet 
we find ourselves looked upon with suspicion and distrust by our neighbors and fellow 
citizens. We want to cry out and announce that we are not terrorists, that those who 
perpetrate such despicable act are murderers and are not part of us. But, in reality, 
because of our Muslim origin we just cannot erase the stigma of "Islamic Terrorists" from 
our identity! 
Most Muslims believe: "Islam would never support killing innocent people. Allah of 
Holy Quran never advocated killings. This is all the work of a few misguided individuals. 
The real Islam is sanctified against violence. Islam means peace. Islam means tolerance." 
But is it true? Does Islam really preach peace, tolerance and non-violence?  Those 
Muslims who perpetrate crimes in the name of Allah think differently. They believe that 
what they do is a Jihad (holy war). They say that killing the unbelievers is mandatory for 
every Muslim. They do not kill because they break the laws of Islam but because they 
think this is what a true Muslim should do. Those who blow up their own bodies to kill 
more innocent people do so because they think they will be rewarded in Paradise. They 
hope to be blessed by Allah, eat celestial food, drink pure wine and enjoy the company of 
divine consorts. 
Are they completely misguided? Where did they get this distorted idea? How did they 
come to believe that killing innocent people pleases God? Or is it that we are misguided? 
Does Islam really preach violence? Does it call upon its believers to kill the "non-
believers" ? We denounce those who commit acts of violence and call them extremists. 
But are they really extremists or do they actually do what the Holy book of Quran tells 
them to do? What does the Quran really teach? Have we read the Quran? Do we know 
what kind of teachings are there? Let us go through some of them and take a closer look 
at what Allah says. 
What The Qur'an Teaches: 
QURAN tells us to: "not to make friends with Jews and Christians" (5:51), fight them 
"until they pay the Jizya (a penalty tax for the non-Muslims living under Islamic rules) 
with willing submission, and feel themselves subdued" ( 9:29).  "kill the disbelievers 
wherever we find them" (2:191), "murder them and treat them harshly" (9:123), "fight 
and slay the Pagans, seize them, beleaguer them, and lie in wait for them in every 
stratagem" ( 9:5). Quran says that all those who disbelieve in Islam go to hell (5:10), they 
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are najis (filthy, untouchable, impure) (9:28), and orders us to fight the unbelievers until 
no other religion except Islam is left (2:193). It prohibits a Muslim to befriend a non-
believer even if that non-believer is the father or the brother of that Muslim (9:23), 
(3:28).  It says that the "non-believers will go to hell and will drink boiling water" 
(14:17). It asks the Muslims to "slay or crucify or cut the hands and feet of the 
unbelievers, that they be expelled from the land with disgrace and that they shall have 
great punishment in the world hereafter" (5:34). And tells us that "for them (the 
unbelievers) garments of fire shall be cut and there shall be poured over their heads 
boiling water whereby whatever is in their bowels and skin shall be dissolved and they 
will be punished with hooked iron rods" (22:19-22) and that they not only will have 
"disgrace in this life, on the Day of Judgment He shall make them taste the Penalty of  
burning (Fire)" (22:9).  
Quran says that "those who invoke a god other than Allah not only should meet 
punishment in this world but the Penalty on the Day of Judgment will be doubled to 
them, and they will dwell therein in ignominy" (25:68). For those who "believe not in 
Allah and His Messenger, He has prepared, for those who reject Allah, a Blazing Fire!" 
(48:13).  
As for him who does not believe in Islam the Prophet says that after he dies it will be 
announced with a "stern command": "Seize ye him, and bind ye him, And burn ye him in 
the Blazing Fire. Further, make him march in a chain, whereof the length is seventy 
cubits! This was he that would not believe in Allah Most High. And would not encourage 
the feeding of the indigent! So no friend hath he here this Day. Nor hath he any food 
except the corruption from the washing of wounds, Which none do eat but those in sin." 
(69:30-37) 
The holy Prophet prescribes fighting for us and tells us that "it is good for us even if we 
dislike it" (2:216). Then he advises us to "strike off the heads of the disbelievers"; and 
after making a "wide slaughter among them, carefully tie up the remaining captives" 
(47:4). Our God has promised to "instill terror into the hearts of the unbelievers" and has 
ordered us to  "smite above their necks and smite all their finger-tips off them" (8:12). 
and "to strike terror into (the hearts of the enemies" (8:60).  
He has made the Jihad  mandatory and warns us that "Unless we go forth, (for Jihad) He 
will punish us with a grievous penalty, and put others in our place" (9:39). Allah speaks 
to our Holy Prophet and says "O Prophet! strive hard against the unbelievers and the 
Hypocrites, and be stern against them.  Their abode is Hell,- an evil refuge indeed" 
(9:73).  
He promises us that in the fight for His cause whether we slay or are slain we return to 
the garden of Paradise (9:111). In Paradise he will "wed us with Houris (celestial virgins) 
pure beautiful ones" (56:54), and unite us with large-eyed beautiful ones while we recline 
on our thrones set in lines (56:20). There we are promised to eat and drink pleasantly for 
what we did (56:19). And have sex with "boys like hidden pearls" (56:24) and "youth 
never altering in age like scattered pearls" (76:19)  
As you see, Allah has promised all sorts of  rewards, gluttony and unlimited sex to 
Muslim men who kill the unbelievers in his name, not forgetting even those with 
pedophilic inclinations. We will be admitted to Paradise where we shall find "goodly 
things, beautiful ones, pure ones confined to the pavilions that man has not touched them 
before nor jinni" (56:67-71). 



In the West we enjoy freedom of belief but we are not supposed to give such freedom to 
anyone else because it is written "If anyone desires a religion other than Islam 
(submission to Allah), never will it be accepted of him; and in the Hereafter He will be in 
the ranks of those who have lost (all spiritual good) (3:85). 
As for women, the book of Allah says that they are inferior to men and their husbands 
have the right to scourge them if they are found disobedient (4:34). It advises men to take 
a green branch and beat their wives, because a green branch is more flexible and hurts 
more. (38:44). It teaches that women will go to hell if they are disobedient to their 
husbands (66:10). It maintains that men have an advantage over the women (2:228). It 
not only denies the women's equal rights, it decrees that their witness is not admissible in 
the courts of law (2:282). This means that a woman who is raped cannot accuse her rapist 
unless she can produce a male witness. Our Holy Prophet allows us to marry up to four 
wives and he licensed us to sleep with our slave maids and as many 'captive' women as 
we may have (4:3) even if those women are already married. He himself did just that.  
[A word of warning for those who may find their version of Quran is translated 
differently from those appearing in this article: Almost all the translators of Quran have 
deliberately tried to soften the harsh verses of Quran. Yusufali especially goes out of his 
way to twists the meaning of the words and hide the harshness of Quran.  For example he 
translates the verse (38:44) that says "take a green branch and beat your wife" as "take a 
little green grass and strike therewith". Or when he translates the verse (4:34) that says 
"beat your wife" he cannot help it but to add the word (lightly) in parenthesis.]   
Dear fellow Muslims: Is this the Islam you believe in? Is this your Most Merciful, Most 
Compassionate Allah whom you worship daily? Could God incite us to kill other 
peoples? Please understand that there is no terrorist gene but there could be a terrorist 
mindset. That mindset finds its most fertile ground in the tenets of Islam. Denying it and 
presenting Islam as a religion of peace similar to Buddhism to the lay public is 
suppression of truth. The history of Islam between 7th and 14th century is riddled with 
violence, fratricide and wars of aggression, starting right from the death of the Prophet 
and during the so-called 'pure' or orthodox caliphate. And Muhammad himself hoisted the 
standard of killing, looting, massacres and bloodshed. How can we deny the entire 
history? The behavior of our Holy Prophet as recorded in authentic Islamic sources is 
quite questionable from a modern viewpoint. The Prophet was a charismatic man but he 
had few virtues. Imitating him in all aspects of life (following Sunnah) is firstly 
impossible and secondly dangerous in the 21st century. Why are we so helplessly in 
denial on this simple issue? 
When the Prophet was in Mecca and he was still not powerful enough he called for 
tolerance. He said "To you be your religion, and to me my religion" (109:6). This famous 
quote is often misused to prove that the general principle of Quran is tolerance. He 
advised his follower to speak good to their enemies (2:83), exhorted them to be patient 
(Q. 20:103) and said that "there is no compulsion in religion" (2:256). But all that 
changed drastically when he came to power. Then killing and slaying the unbelievers was 
justified in innumerable verses with harshness and without mercy. The verses quoted to 
prove Islam's tolerance ignore many other verses that bear no trace of tolerance or 
forgiveness. Is it normal that a book revealed by God should have so many serious 
contradictions? 
The Prophet himself set the example of unleashing violence by invading the Jewish 



settlements  breaking the treaties he had signed with them and banished some of them 
after confiscating their belongings massacring others and taking their wives and children 
as slaves. He inspected the youngsters and massacred all those who had pubic hair along 
with the men and those who were younger he kept as slaves. He distributed the women 
captured in his raids among his soldiers keeping the prettiest for himself (33:50). He 
made sexual advances on Safiyah a Jewish girl in the same day he captured her town, 
Kheibar, and killed  her father, husband and many of her relatives. Reyhana was another 
Jewish girl of Bani Quraiza whom he used as sex slave after killing all her male relatives. 
In the last ten years of his life he accumulated a score of wives, concubines and sex 
slaves including the nine-year-old Ayesha. 
These are not stories but records from authentic Islamic history and the Hadiths. It can be 
argued that these behaviors were not unknown or unusual for the conquerors and leaders 
of the mediaeval world but these are not the activities befitting of a peaceful saint and 
certainly not of someone who claimed to be the Mercy of God for all the creation. 
There were known assassinations of adversaries during the Prophet's time, that took place 
at his behest. Among them there was a 120-year-old man, Abu 'Afak whose only crime 
was to compose a lyric satirical of the Prophet. (Kitab al Tabaqat al Kabir, Volume 2, by 
Bin Sa'd, page 32)  Then when a poetess, a mother of 5 small children, 'Asma' Bint 
Marwan, wrote a poetry cursing the Arabs for letting Muhammad assassinate an old man, 
our Holy Prophet ordered her to be assassinated too in the middle of the night, which was 
carried out while her youngest child was suckling from her breast. (Sirat Rasul Allah, A. 
Guilaume's translation, The Life of Muhammad, page 675, 676). 
Dear conscientious Muslims: Question yourselves - isn't this compulsive dogma of 
following a man who lived 1400 years ago, leading us to doom in this changing world?  
Who are we deceiving? See how our Umma (people) have sunk into poverty and how we 
lag behind the rest of the world? Isn't it because we are following a religion that is 
outdated and impractical?  In this crucial moment of history, when a great catastrophe has 
befallen us and a much bigger one is lying ahead, should not we wake up from our 1400 
years of slumber and see where things have gone wrong? The hatred has filled the air and 
the world is bracing itself for its doomsday. Should we not ask ourselves whether we 
have contributed, unwittingly, to this tragedy and whether we can stop the great disaster 
from happening? 
Unfortunately the answer to the first question is yes. Yes, we have contributed to the rise 
of fundamentalism by merely claiming Islam is a religion of peace, by simply being a 
Muslim and by saying our shahada (testimony that Allah is the only God and Muhammad 
is his messenger). By our shahada we have recognized Muhammad as a true messenger 
of God and his book as the words of God. But as you saw, those words are anything but 
from God. They call for killing, they are prescriptions for hate and they foment 
intolerance. And when the ignorant among us read those hate laden verses, they act on 
them and the result is the infamous September 11, the result is human bombs in Israel, 
massacres in East Timor and Bangladesh, kidnappings and killings in Philippines, slavery 
and genocide in Sudan, honor Killings in Pakistan and Jordan, torture in Iran, stoning and 
maiming in Afghanistan and Iran, violence in Algeria, terrorism in Palestine and misery 
and death in all Islamic countries. We are responsible because we endorsed Islam and 
hailed it as a religion of God. And we are as guilty as those who put into practice what 
Quran preaches and ironically we are the main victims too.  



If we are not terrorists, if we love peace, if we cried with the rest of the world for what 
happened in NYC, then why are we supporting Quran that preaches killing, that 
advocates holy war, that calls for murder of non-Muslims? It is not the extremists who 
have misunderstood Islam. They do literally what Quran ask them to do. It is we who 
misunderstand Islam. We are the ones who are confused. We are the ones who wrongly 
assume that Islam is the religion of peace. Islam is not a religion of peace. In its so-called 
pure form it can very well be interpreted as a doctrine of hate. Terrorists are simply doing 
that and we the intellectual apologists of Islam are justifying it.  
We can stop this madness. Yes we can avert the disaster that is hovering over our heads. 
Yes we can denounce the doctrines that promote hate. Yes we can embrace the rest of 
humanity with love. Yes, we can become part of a united world, members of one human 
family, flowers of one garden. We can dump the claim of infallibility of our Book and the 
questionable legacy of our Prophet.  
Dear friends, there is no time to waste. Let us put an end to this lie. Let us not fool 
ourselves. Islam is not a religion of peace, of tolerance, of equality or of unity of 
humankind. Let us read the Quran. Let us face the truth even if it is painful. As long as 
we keep this lie alive, as long as we hide our head in the sands of Arabia we are feeding 
terrorism. As long as you and I keep calling Quran the unchangeable book of God, we 
cannot blame those who follow the teachings therein. As long as we pay our Khums and 
Zakat our money goes to promote Islamic expansionism and that means terrorism, Jihad 
and war.  
Islam divides the world in two parts: Darul Harb (land of war) and Darul Islam (land of 
Islam). Darul Harb is the land of the infidels, Muslims are required to infiltrate those 
lands, proselytize and procreate until their number increase and then start the war and 
fight and kill the people and impose the religion of Islam on them and convert that land 
into Darul Islam. 
In all fairness we denounce this betrayal. This is an abuse of trust. How can we make war 
in the countries that have sheltered us? How can we kill those who have befriended us? 
Yet willingly or unwillingly we have become pawns in this Islamic Imperialism. If this 
sound to you abhorrent, we ask you how can you support a doctrine that is so deceiving, 
so cunning and so ruthless? Let us see what  great Islamic scholars have to say in this 
respect.  
Dr M. Khan, the translator of Sahih Bukhari and the Quran into English wrote: "Allah 
revealed in Sura Bara'at (Repentance, IX) the order to discard (all) obligations 
(covenants, etc), and commanded the Muslims to fight against all the Pagans as well as 
against the people of the Scriptures (Jews and Christians) if they do not embrace Islam, 
till they pay the Jizia (a tax levied on the Jews and Christians) with willing submission 
and feel themselves subdued (as it is revealed in (9:29). So the Muslims were not 
permitted to abandon "the fighting" against them (Pagans, Jews and Christians) and to 
reconcile with them and to suspend hostilities against them for an unlimited period while 
they are STRONG and have the ability to fight against them. So at first "the fighting" was 
forbidden, then it was permitted, and after that it was made obligatory." [Introduction to 
English translation of Sahih Bukhari, p.xxiv.] 
Dr Sobhy as-Saleh, a contemporary Islamic academician, quoted Imam Suyuti the author 
of Itqan Fi 'Ulum al-Qur'an who wrote: The command to fight the infidels was 
DELAYED UNTIL THE MUSLIMS BECOME STRONG, but when they were weak 



they were commanded to endure and be patient. [Sobhy as-Saleh, Mabaheth Fi 'Ulum al-
Qur'an, Dar al-'Ilm Lel-Malayeen, Beirut, 1983, page 269.] 
Dr Sobhy, in a footnote, commends the opinion of a scholar named Zarkashi who said: 
"Allah the most high and wise revealed to Mohammad in his weak condition what suited 
the situation, because of his mercy to him and his followers. For if He gave them the 
command to fight while they were weak it would have been embarrassing and most 
difficult, but when the most high made Islam victorious He commanded him with what 
suited the situation, that is asking the people of the Book to become Muslims or to pay 
the levied tax, and the infidels to become Muslims or face death. These two options, to 
fight or to have peace return according to the strength or the weakness of the Muslims." 
[ibid p. 270] 
Other Islamic scholars (Ibn Hazm al-Andalusi,  Ga'far ar-Razi, Rabi' Ibn 'Ons, 
'Abil-'Aliyah, Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Zayd Ibn 'Aslam, etc.)  agree that the verse "Slay the 
idolaters wherever you find them" (9:5) cancelled those few earlier verses that called for 
tolerance in Quran and were revealed when Islam was weak. 
Can you still say that Islam is the religion of peace?
Conclusion:
WE know too well that it is not easy to denounce our faith as it means denouncing a part 
of ourselves. We are a group of freethinkers and humanists with Islamic roots. 
Discovering the truth and leaving the religion of our fathers and forefathers was a painful 
experience. But after learning what Islam stands for, we had no choice but to leave it. 
After becoming familiar with the Quran, the choice became clear: it is either Islam or it is 
humanity. If Islam is to thrive, humanity has to die. 
We decided to side with humanity. We are still Muslims culturally but we no more 
believe in Islam as the true religion of God. We are humanists. We love humanity. We 
endeavor for the unity of humankind. We work for equality between men and women. 
We strive for secularization of Islamic countries, for democracy and freedom of thoughts, 
beliefs and expressions. We have decided not to live anymore in self-deception but to 
embrace humanity, enter into the new millennium hand in hand with people or other 
cultures and beliefs in amity and in peace. We denounce the violence that is eulogized in 
Quran as holy war (Jihad). We condemn killing in the name of God. We believe in 
sacredness of human life, not in the inviolability of beliefs and religions. And we invite 
you to join us and the rest of the humanity and be part of the family of humankind with 
love, camaraderie and peace.
Faith Freedom International 
THIS message was sent by Faith Freedom International to several newspapers for 
publication. Faith Freedom Foundation is an organization of freethinking Muslims and 
Secular Individuals who uphold the concept of secular humanism. 
[www.faithfreedom.org]

On Thu, Mar 20, 2008 at 3:21 PM, Lal Gehi <lalhgehi@yahoo.com> wrote:
KUFIR TOOTA, MUSLIM KA, KHUDA, KHUDA KAR KE
MARA MUSLIM NE, MUSLIM KO,JUDA, JUDA KAR KE 

Lal

http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=lalhgehi@yahoo.com
http://www.faithfreedom.org/


Rishi Dwivedi <rishidwivedi1@gmail.com> wrote: 
I only worship God so this fake dua has no meaning
 
Haji

On Thu, Mar 20, 2008 at 1:55 PM, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 
wrote:

Assalamu Alaikum,
 

                                    Thanks v. much for your reply and I have 
pleasure in attaching the DUA FOR A HOUSE IN JANNAH.  
The size of the DUA may be expanded by clicking the 'zoom in' 
(+) icon at the bottom of the attachment - one of the 
magnifying glasses.  
 

As a matter of fact, Ajooba has very kindly provided other 
beneficial DUAS for similar rewards along with her 
request and I'll be forwarding her very precious mail 
separately.
 

                                       May Allah Most High give you all an 
awesome abode[s] in Paradise, to dwell in for Eternity.  
Ameen.   PS If you haven't received the Entire Holy Quran in 
one e-mail attachment, or the Dua Booklet/Ramadan Booklets 
from me, please do tell me & I will send them to you.
 

                                              Dr Umar
                                               www.dr-umar-azam.com 
                                               www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk 
   Flag this message  

Re: Fwd: [weloveallah] Dua related to exams

Thursday, 20 March, 2008 21:16
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"raj malhotra" <prabhash003@yahoo.com>
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http://uk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=rishidwivedi1@gmail.com


I see  that  your  name is  not  a Musl im name.   Are  you a Hindu 
or  a  converted  Musl im,  Raj?   I  hope you don't  mind me asking  
you this  question.   Dr Umar
 

raj malhotra <prabhash003@yahoo.com> wrote:

i am getting corrupt thoughts
plz tell me some way to control them or send me some dua

----- Original Message ----
From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
To: raj malhotra <prabhash003@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2008 2:42:28 PM
Subject: Re: Fwd: [weloveallah] Dua related to exams

PLEASE SEE [CONTACT ME AGAIN IF YOU NEED MORE INFO]:
 
                     http://www.salaam.co.uk/forum/read.php?
f=4&i=9320&t=9294
 
                                                    
raj malhotra <prabhash003@yahoo.com> wrote:
plz send me dua in english 
ie it should pronounce arabic and be read in english if possible
send me same dua related to studies 

Re: Fwd: RE: PRAYER FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE

Thursday, 20 March, 2008 21:28
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Jimmy Jumshade" <jimmybug@rocketmail.com>

Cc: 
yunussidira@yahoo.com, yousuftabish@yahoo.com, "Rishi Dwivedi" <rishidwivedi1@gmail.com>, 
drshabbir@comcast.net, "Mubashir Inayet" <minayet@yahoo.com>, "Asif Sheikh" <fidvi@hotmail.com>, 
turkman@sbcglobal.net, atif98@yahoo.com, lalhgehi@yahoo.com, premsadani@hotmail.com, 
actions_furysroar@yahoo.com, ssmeezan@hotmail.com, TMian60022@aol.com, Wyeknotusa@aol.com, 
farrukhabidi@yahoo.com, kavalec@gmail.com, rial982000@yahoo.com, tahirakhan@comcast.net, 
ahlam_albahr@yahoo.com, amino66@hotmail.com, ank2000pk@yahoo.com, anwerkhurshid@hotmail.com, 
asrarsons@hotmail.com, bintwaleed@yahoo.com, cbyrdman@yahoo.com, farzanaqazi@yahoo.com, 
firasat777@yahoo.com, ghulam1111@yahoo.com, jazoo52000@yahoo.com, k2411871@hotmail.com, 
khasif235e@yahoo.com, khurram302@yahoo.com, mnaquvi@yahoo.com, pk4318@yahoo.com, 
salsabeel65@yahoo.com, sohail972002@yahoo.co.in, pay_the_piper@shaw.ca, gul_badshah@yahoo.com, 
asad_rind@yahoo.co.in, nargis_1990@yahoo.co.in, shariq.hamid@yahoo.co.in, afg_fitnesstrainer@hotmail.com, 
april702@cox.net, auzyxkhan@yahoo.co.uk, arjumand_82@yahoo.co.in, aeisha_786@yahoo.com, 
bushra_meraj@yahoo.com, cherylin_bas@yahoo.com, ddnsai@gmail.com, doctor_aliasghar@yahoo.com, 
egyptmuseum@hotmail.com, engrbbkarube@yahoo.com, equitationgirl@hotmail.com, 
friendofalaqsa@hotmail.com, hariskhan@tcsuae.com, khaja@bemco-ipp.com, khattak99@yahoo.com, 

http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_ylc=X3oDMTBtcmthdmdnBF9TAzM5ODMyOTAyNwRhYwN2aWV3QUI-/SIG=1vvimdj4t/**http%3A/address.mail.yahoo.com/yab%3Fv=YM%26A=t%26simp=1%26em=dr_umar_azam%2540yahoo.co.uk%26fn=DR%2BUMAR%2BAZAM%26.done=http%253A%252F%252Fuk.mc255.mail.yahoo.com%252Fmc%252FshowMessage%253FpSize%253D200%2526sMid%253D2341%2526fid%253DSent%2526mid%253D1_1360569_AHG3ktkAAJvbR%25252BLXAQZ5v3ZkbW8%2526sort%253Ddate%2526order%253Ddown%2526startMid%253D2400%2526.rand%253D1486501564%2526filterBy%253D%2526m%253D1_1359481_AG%25252B3ktkAAE%25252FtR%25252BLxswJkL2tAE60%25252C1_1360031_AGq3ktkAAVhLR%25252BLhWQU6F1T3UDo%25252C1_1360569_AHG3ktkAAJvbR%25252BLXAQZ5v3ZkbW8%25252C1_1361104_AHW3ktkAAJ7XR%25252BLURQmT2BkoTP0%25252C1_1361636_AHC3ktkAANqTR%25252BLSKQfnZj9GIuQ%25252C1_1362176_AHK3ktkAASvUR%25252BLR1wjik1ZH1m0%25252C1_1362718_AGi3ktkAAXR8R%25252BLOlQ7wIg%25252Bjp%25252F8%25252C1_1363257_AG63ktkAALQ%25252FR%25252BKmAQjypjPWoyY%25252C1_1363792_AG23ktkAACJKR%25252BKlIQdbI3W84Jo%25252C1_1364330_AG63ktkAASHwR%25252BGmtAux%25252BWioz%25252B0%2526hash%253D8fcdf19cadfcdb8ed24756424c61cb62%2526.jsrand%253D4844970%2526acrumb%253DXzqWycheZu5%2526enc%253Dauto
http://www.salaam.co.uk/forum/read.php?f=4&i=9320&t=9294
http://www.salaam.co.uk/forum/read.php?f=4&i=9320&t=9294


knowledge4all00@yahoo.com, kristonia7@yahoo.com, lail14@yahoo.com, maryam_amen@yahoo.com, 
muslimatullah@yahoo.com, masoom110@yahoo.com, m_muneeba@yahoo.com, nehamotiwala@yahoo.com, 
nyla_yusuf@hotmail.com, okalvi@yahoo.com, razaadnan2001@yahoo.com, roli786@hotmail.com, 
schezy122@yahoo.co.in, ubaraqtope@yahoo.com, umikhwan1@yahoo.com, irtaza1@yahoo.com, 
MikeGhouse@aol.com, Sajjada987@wmconnect.com, mianwaheed@yahoo.com, munirsaami@yahoo.com, 
smshaikhair@yahoo.co.in, brilliant005@hotmail.com, zkr_salleh@yahoo.com.sg, aghaji@buckeye-express.com, 
jollygood2019@yahoo.com, asif_jalil@yahoo.com, humanfriend@hotmail.com, asif89@hyd.paknet.com.pk, 
col_adeeb@yahoo.com, MSA40@aol.com, shariqkmhamid@yahoo.co.in, azizmam@gulfconsult.net, 
uarain@gulfconsult.net, commerce_ka_majid@yahoo.com, rahrulz@hotmail.com, boom@pd.jaring.my, 
asghazali786@yahoo.com, hasniessa@yahoo.com, Karvan1@aol.com, riazmalik92@yahoo.com... more

Politics is only inherent constituent of Islam.  By Dua, 
we are talking of eschatology.

Jimmy Jumshade <jimmybug@rocketmail.com> wrote: 
How about some DUAS to stop USA/UK bombs from falling upon Muslim 
countries/Muslims??!!. Useless duas for House in paradise, quite useless.....................

DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 

Note: forwarded message attached.

 
Dr. Umar Azam BA PhD FRSA FRSSA
Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for GoodDate: Wed, 19 Mar 2008 
23:39:18 +0000 (GMT)
From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
Subject: Fwd: RE: PRAYER FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE
To: best usa <bestusa80@hotmail.com>, 
DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>, ayesha <ayesha.ibd@gmail.com>, 
sammar javed <ayeshasammar@yahoo.com>, azmoledina@rogers.com, 
babar20002002@yahoo.com, bazmtoronto@hotmail.com, bintwaleed@yahoo.com, 
boom@pd.jaring.my, Bashir Syed <bsyed@worldnet.att.net>, 
bukhari_ubl@yahoo.com, col_adeeb@yahoo.com, crazyjack111@yahoo.ca, 
ctsislamabad@yahoo.com, derhalmalkan@hotmail.com, 
dividepakistan@gmail.com, Naeemuddin Khalid <dosama_isb@yahoo.com>, 
drshabirchoudhry@googlemail.com, drzakir69@aol.com, 
Syed Ali <engr_s_ali@yahoo.com>, engr_yasar@yahoo.com, 
engrfahadkhan@hotmail.com, enlightedsoul@hotmail.com, fahad@laksol.com, 
faranhussain@yahoo.com, farzanaqazi@yahoo.com, firasat777@yahoo.com, 
ghulam_muhammed2@yahoo.ca.in, ghulam_muhammed2@yahoo.co.in, 
ghulam1111@yahoo.com, imran_waseem79@yahoo.com, 
Fahad Khalil <inbox@fahadkhalil.com>, zaidi <izaidi56@hotmail.com>, 
Riaz Jaferi <jafri@rifiela.com>, javed.akhter@gmail.com, 
jollygood2019@yahoo.com, k2411871@hotmail.com, kahloon_yasir@hotmail.com, 
kamaluet wapda <kamal397@hotmail.com>, 
kamal fsd <kamaltufail@hotmail.com>, KASHIF <kashifrsl@yahoo.com>, 
kazmiasim@gmail.com, Khaula Malik <kb_malik@hotmail.com>, 

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/mailuk/taglines/isp/control/*http:/us.rd.yahoo.com/evt=51947/*http:/uk.promotions.yahoo.com/forgood/


zahid tanzeem <kbzahid@gmail.com>

Assalamu Alaikum,
 
                                There are plenty more valuable 
Duas (eg the Dua to see Rasool Ullah {S.A.W.} IN A 
DREAM) that  you can read in PRACTICAL ISLAMIC 
ADVICE and PRAYERS IN ISLAM, both on my Web 
Site www.dr-umar-azam.com 
 
                               Dr Umar

Note: forwarded message attached.

 
Dr. Umar Azam BA PhD FRSA FRSSA

Did you get the DUA for a HOUSE IN PARADISE?

Thursday, 20 March, 2008 22:12
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
cze46@hotmail.com

From :
 
                                                       Dr Umar Azam BA PhD FRSA FRSSA  
 
                                                                                                               www.dr-umar-azam.com     
 

www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk     
 
Assalamu Alaikum
 

B  ut it is for those  
Who fear their Lord,
That lofty mansions,
One above another,

Have been built:
Beneath them flow
Rivers (of delight):
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(Such is) the Promise
Of Allah:

Never does Allah
Fail in (His) Promise.

 

S  urah   A  l-  Z  umar           (39:20)  
 

For the last few weeks, I have been distributing the DUA for a HOUSE IN 
JANNAH.      More than         100              people have requested this Dua from me so far.        
 
I’m sending this e-mail to ask you if you have already received this Dua either 
from me or from anyone else by forwarded mail.      If you have not got this Dua,   
please reply to me & I will send you the attachment of this Dua, within 24 hours, 
Insh’Allah.

Re: PRAYER FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE.Most Illogical.

Thursday, 20 March, 2008 23:22
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
Sajjada987@wmconnect.com

Cc: 
yunussidira@yahoo.com, yousuftabish@yahoo.com, rishidwivedi1@gmail.com, drshabbir@comcast.net, 
minayet@yahoo.com, fidvi@hotmail.com, turkman@sbcglobal.net, atif98@yahoo.com, lalhgehi@yahoo.com, 
premsadani@hotmail.com, actions_furysroar@yahoo.com, ssmeezan@hotmail.com, TMian60022@aol.com, 
Wyeknotusa@aol.com, farrukhabidi@yahoo.com, kavalec@gmail.com, rial982000@yahoo.com, 
tahirakhan@comcast.net, ahlam_albahr@yahoo.com, amino66@hotmail.com, ank2000pk@yahoo.com, 
anwerkhurshid@hotmail.com, asrarsons@hotmail.com, bintwaleed@yahoo.com, cbyrdman@yahoo.com, 
farzanaqazi@yahoo.com, firasat777@yahoo.com, ghulam1111@yahoo.com, jazoo52000@yahoo.com, 
k2411871@hotmail.com, khasif235e@yahoo.com, khurram302@yahoo.com, mnaquvi@yahoo.com, 
pk4318@yahoo.com, salsabeel65@yahoo.com, sohail972002@yahoo.co.in, pay_the_piper@shaw.ca, 
gul_badshah@yahoo.com, asad_rind@yahoo.co.in, nargis_1990@yahoo.co.in, shariq.hamid@yahoo.co.in, 
afg_fitnesstrainer@hotmail.com, april702@cox.net, auzyxkhan@yahoo.co.uk, arjumand_82@yahoo.co.in, 
aeisha_786@yahoo.com, bushra_meraj@yahoo.com, cherylin_bas@yahoo.com, ddnsai@gmail.com, 
doctor_aliasghar@yahoo.com, egyptmuseum@hotmail.com, engrbbkarube@yahoo.com, 
equitationgirl@hotmail.com, friendofalaqsa@hotmail.com, hariskhan@tcsuae.com, khaja@bemco-ipp.com, 
khattak99@yahoo.com, knowledge4all00@yahoo.com, kristonia7@yahoo.com, lail14@yahoo.com, 
maryam_amen@yahoo.com, muslimatullah@yahoo.com, masoom110@yahoo.com, m_muneeba@yahoo.com, 
nehamotiwala@yahoo.com, nyla_yusuf@hotmail.com, okalvi@yahoo.com, razaadnan2001@yahoo.com, 
roli786@hotmail.com, schezy122@yahoo.co.in, ubaraqtope@yahoo.com, umikhwan1@yahoo.com, 
irtaza1@yahoo.com, MikeGhouse@aol.com, mianwaheed@yahoo.com, munirsaami@yahoo.com, 
smshaikhair@yahoo.co.in, brilliant005@hotmail.com, zkr_salleh@yahoo.com.sg, aghaji@buckeye-express.com, 
jollygood2019@yahoo.com, asif_jalil@yahoo.com, humanfriend@hotmail.com, asif89@hyd.paknet.com.pk, 
col_adeeb@yahoo.com, MSA40@aol.com, shariqkmhamid@yahoo.co.in, azizmam@gulfconsult.net, 
uarain@gulfconsult.net, commerce_ka_majid@yahoo.com, rahrulz@hotmail.com, boom@pd.jaring.my, 
asghazali786@yahoo.com, hasniessa@yahoo.com, Karvan1@aol.com, riazmalik92@yahoo.com... more

KAFIR VIEWS ON ISLAM ARE NOT VALID!

Sajjada987@wmconnect.com wrote: 

First they claim that Allah knows the inner secrets of a humans heart or mind and then they wish 
to send him a telegram in the shape of a crazy Dua to remind him, when He does not even forget. 
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This human made god has run out of material to build more houses in Paradise, for the innocent 
and thugs who dies. May be the economy hit him hard too. Cement is expensive. labor is 
expensive, angels are on strike and the shipment of bricks from another Quasar was interrupted 
because of a crazy suicide bomber. Now all the bricks are floating around in space. 

All the ways for making your life happy, your physical body protected and nourished along with 
your and others families are plainly described in the Quran. A system. 

In case if some crazy, illiterate and mislead Muslim still resorts to Duas of Mullah's, he may do so 
but he will be merely wasting time and polluting the air with more hot air. 

Sajjad. 

Re: Fwd: [weloveallah] Dua related to exams

Friday, 21 March, 2008 22:58
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"raj malhotra" <prabhash003@yahoo.com>

PLEASE DO ANSWER MY QUESTION; IF YOU'RE NOT A MUSLIM, A MUSLIM 
DUA IS FUTILE FOR YOU.

raj malhotra <prabhash003@yahoo.com> wrote: 

plz solve my problem 

Re: Fwd: RE: PRAYER FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE

Friday, 21 March, 2008 23:09
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"Lal Gehi" <lalhgehi@yahoo.com>

I COULDN'T RESIST THIS:  AB TO TUM MARNI KI 
BA'D HEE DEKHO GI, BACHCHI!

Lal Gehi <lalhgehi@yahoo.com> wrote: 
Gar Islam ki dua main assar hai, toe bataa do
kisi ne arsh pe, banaee ho kabar, toe dikha do 

Lal

A Special DUA [Arabic/ENGLISH] IS ATTACHED!

Friday, 21 March, 2008 23:45
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 
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To: 
imoderat@yahoo.com

Message contains attachments
1 File (48KB)

• DUA FOR A HOUSE IN PARADISE.jpg

Assalamu Alaikum,
 

  Please acknowledge receipt of this important 
mail.                             
I have pleasure in attaching the DUA FOR A HOUSE IN 
JANNAH especially for your benefit and my reward from 
Allah.  .  The size of the DUA may be expanded by clicking 
the 'zoom in' (+) icon at the bottom of the attachment - one 
of the magnifying glasses.  
 

You can also read the very important Duas in Practical 
Islamic Advice and Prayers in Islam on my Websites.
 
 

                                       May Allah Most High give you all an 
awesome abode[s] in Paradise, to dwell in for Eternity.  
Ameen.   PS If you haven't received the Entire Holy Quran in 
one e-mail attachment, or the Dua Booklet/Ramadan 
Booklets from me, please do tell me & I will send them to 
you.
 

                                              Dr Umar
                                               www.dr-umar-azam.com 
                                          www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk 

Application for Award

Monday, 24 March, 2008 23:20
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
awards@antiquecollector.uk.com

Your Name: Dr Umar Azam
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Your Email Address: dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 
URL of Your Site: www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk 
A Short Description: Research on Islamic dreams & philosophy
Where did you hear about us?: You awarded my other Site www.dr-umar-azam.com 
Flag this message

Re: Interpretation of Dream

Tuesday, 25 March, 2008 20:31
From: 

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>
View contact details 

To: 
"kami kami" <kamiz_kamiz@yahoo.com>

Wa Laikum Salam , Br. Kami
 
I’ve found some interpretations for the symbols in your dream; 
i t  seems that you’l l  be gett ing wealth in the future but wil l  hide i t 
from your uncle !
 
Fish
 
 In Islam if  you dream of fish this  means you' l l  get wealth.
 
http://ph.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080303223741AA6c2zX
 
Rice     

• Rice is good to see in dreams, as it foretells success and warm 
friendships. Prosperity to all trades is promised, and the farmer will be 
blessed with a bounteous harvest. 

• To eat it, signifies happiness and domestic comfort. 
• To see it mixed with dirt or otherwise impure, denotes sickness and 

separation from friends. 
• For a young woman to dream of cooking it, shows she will soon assume 

new duties, which will make her happier, and she will enjoy wealth. 
 
http://www.experiencefestival.com/dream_dictionary_rice  
 
Flowers
 
Dream I was eating flowers?
Last night, I dreamt I was sitting on grass, eating white daisies with a blue dress 
on myself. Say what?

http://www.experiencefestival.com/dream_dictionary_rice
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Best Answer -  Chosen by Asker
This is a very lovely dream...when you eat something, you are offering 
spiritual and emotional nourishment to yourself, a phrase that I connect to 
eating in dreams is "food for thought" as a dream pun. Daisies represent things 
like purity and innocence, they are also linked to the sun, they are symbolic of 
enlightenment, and illumination. 
 
http://ca.answers.yahoo.com/answers2/frontend.php/question?
qid=20080322131244AAvklmr 

kami kami <kamiz_kamiz@yahoo.com> wrote: 
Asslam o Alaikum

Dear Brother Umar

Please tell the interpretation of dreams

I have a dream that I and my younger brother were eating rice and fish. I was catching the 
fishes from water the fishes were very beautiful. My brother was cooking these fishes in the rice. 
I taste the rice and take a piece of fish. The fish was not cooked properly so I did not eat more. 
Suddenly my uncle came and we hide the dish.
 
 
I saw the dream again that we are eating the rice. There were some small yellow flowers with 
me. I was mixing the flowers with rice and eating the rice.

Jazzakullah
Kamran 

http://ca.answers.yahoo.com/answers2/frontend.php/question?qid=20080322131244AAvklmr
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